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University Chronicle

The truth shall not live quietly--------------Tuesday, September 28, 1993

University extends payment deadline _ __

Shawnee State University has extended registration and the last
date for fee payments until October ll, 1993. Further, the usual
late registration and late payment fees will be waived for Fall
Quarter. For the fee of S30 students may enroll in a fee installment plan allowing three monthly payments spread over the
• Quarter.

SEA plans to initiate partial.strike

University implements Last and Final Offer
By Bill Holmes

uc Editor-jn-Chjef

The Shawnee Educational Association (SEA) voted ''overwhelmingly" at the beginning of last
week for a partial strike. The
means, by the SEA •s definition of
the action that the full-time facultylimit their workload toa maximum 14 credit hours and observe
only their four hours ofmandatory
office attendance for Fall Quarter.
The preceding are provisions that
were established under the
I 990-93 contract that expired
August 3.t'.
The SEA stated that they wiJI
not honor the · increased
workload and office hours
stipulated in the University's
last and final offer.onthemorning. of September 1, According
to the University; "The
University's ttlst and final offer included teaching up to sixteen hours a quarter and hQld~
ing sit office hours a week
spread oytir four days.•• · The
faculty union will picket any
hours over those stipulated in
the t 990 contract.
According to SEA President
and Associat-<; Professor ofGeol-

o~y Jeff Bauer, the union i~ using
th•~ met~od of protest to brin_g !he
Umvers1ty back to the bargammg
tabl~, withou.t crip~ling. the_ Univers1ty and damagmg service to
students. However,. ~a.uer would
no! rut~ out the ~ss1~1hty_ ofa full
stnke 1f the Umvers1ty did move
to reopen negotiations. .
Bauer told The Chromcle that
the two goals of the ·SEA wer~,
first'. to exert pres~!11'e on the Um~e~1ty _but not to shut down_ the
mst1tut1on and at the same time
not give up our rights."
Second,Bauerwantstoseethe
Uriiversityneg~tiate furtheron the
<;ontract. Bauer stated to the media, ''The SEA fmds the offer by•
the trustees unacceptable, and we
further object to their attempt to
unilaterally impl~men,~ (t.he offer)
ratherthannegot1ate.
,
SSU fa,culty m~mbe~ Dr.
. Kendall D An~rade, Assts.t ant
Profes~or or_PhJiosophy told :nie
Chromcle, ~o students ~heve
that ~lass.es
be ~tter 1f faculty JS d1spmted? WJIHh~rdo
better ~.ork und~r the gun? . He
added, Ifwe wantto be t~e vangua.~d ~!the ~tur~: we can t make
all B movies . .

."'.•11

See Strike page 8

Student Senate discusses students' rights
Senator is displeased with University response
By Bill Holmes

uc Editor-in-Chief

. The SSU St~dent Senate convened
its last meeting of the swnmer on Friday, September 24 at I 0:00 am. lbe
meeting centered primarily around the
subject Of student rights during the negotiations process and during a possible
full strikeofthe members ofthe Shawnee
Education Association. The Senate discussed the response that they had r~
ceived from .tbe Ulriversity on tllose
topics.
· At the September meeting, the Stu.
dent Senate passed three resolutions
(!rafted by Mindee Akins, Secretary of
the Local, State, and National Affairs
Committee, to infonn the student body
about rights they would have during a
work stoppage Or college .closure.
Resolution 9~025 dealt with th~
Senate actively pursuing officials r~
garding emergency information. The
resolution read, "The Shawnee State
University Senate must take direct arid
immediate action to learn ofthepolicies
that are fonnulated for students during
strike conditions. And whereas; the student Senate will send written and oral
requests with student questions regard.

ing policies and procedures from Financial Aid. Registrar, Bursar, and the Athletic Department, to ensure that students are aware of their rights."
The Resolutions was written to enable the Senate to send infonnation to
the students through the mail about
their rights and present information
orally to students at a public site at the
University. Resolution 94-023 stated,
''The Shawnee State University Se#at~
must take direct and immediate action
to infonn students of myths versus the
facts regarding the negotiation process
between Faculty and the Administration, and to inform students of their
rights during strike conditions. And
whereas, the Student Selll!te will create
~. pamphl~, c;>t SQ~ething resembling
thereof, to maHto every stude11t attending Shawnee State University."
Resolution 94~024 read, "The Student Senate will have
information
board set up in the University Center to
address .daily changes . and activities
sWTounding the negotiations.''
Akins stated that administration had
not properly answered or neglected to

an

Se,e S~n~t.e page 13

SEA and University discuss last and final offer
SEA plans student informational forum

By Bill Holmes

UC Editor-jn..Chief
Yesterday,membersoftheUniversity
andShawneeEducationAssociation(SEA)
negotiating teams met at 3:30pm for the
firsttimesinceAugust31 toclarifyterms
oftheUniversity'slastandfmaloffer.The -

meeting was called by Federal mediator
EarlLeonhardtafterhebecameawareof
the partial strilce action taken by the SEA.
During the meeting the SEA's team
presented a counter-offer to the
Univcrsity'srroposal.TheSEA'scounter-

offer was similar to the 1990-93 contract
that expired Augu& 31. The SEA has
stated previously that they would work
under the terms of the previous contract.
Both sides agreed that they would

See Offer page 8

Russian exchan2e students arrive at SSU
Russian orofessor una61e to obtain visa

By Bill Holmes

uc Edjtor-jn-Chief

Friday, September 24, Shawnee State
University welcomed three Russian students from our sister institution in
Nizhny Novgorod. The students are
Alexander Yurievich Sovinov, Applied
Physics and Microelectronics major;
Anatoly Vladimiarch Sheyanov, Computer Science and Cybernetics;
Anastasia Konstantinov Koryttseva,
Chemistry. They will live on campus
with other SSU students in Celeron
Square. The students received their F-1
visa for students earlier in the week.
They were met in New York City by Jim
Hannah, an SSU student Board ofTrustees member.
SSU President Dr. Oive Veri told
The Chronicle, "I know that our
Shawneefamilywill welcome with open
anns and hearts our new colleagues
from Russia as they live among, and
study with, us for the Fall Quarter. Each
of us has a !Jllique opportunity to befriend our guests, to learn about another
country and culture, and to teach about
ours. One of the best ways to do this,
we've found, is to invite our new friend
into our homes, and invite them as well
to accompany us to everyday events
such as cliurch, lectures, ball games,
and trips to the mall."

However, the program's guest instructor, Dr. Elvina Nikolayevna
Kalinina, is currently stranded in Moscow, waiting for her visa to be approved. Dr. Hagop S. Pambookian, director of the cultural exchange program, told The Chronicle,' 'She needed
a new letter of invitation. " He stated,
after speaking with the American Embassy in Moscow, that Kalinina needed
an IAP-66 [personal data fonn] form from
Shawnee State University. Pambookian
said, "I requested immediately that a
new letter be sent to the American Embassy in Moscow and, also, that form.''
Pambookian feels confident that the
Russian Associate Professor of English
will arrive at SSU next week.
The Chronicle spoke with Michael
L. Bankey, Assistant Director of Admissions, who worked on attaining the
visas for the students and instructor.
Bankey stated that the problem is that
the University is not authorized to issue
a IAP-66 for a J-1 visa. He explained
that the University needs special authority from the government to issue
documentation for a J-1 visa. According to the American Embassy, the instructor must have a J-1 visa to leave the
country.- The University normally issues F-1 visas to foreign students. This

was responsible for the ease with which
the Russian students attained their entrance papers.
Bankey stated that the University
had originally requested that Kalininia
attain a B-1 or Business visa. Bankey
explained that this was done on the
advice of Ohio State University.
Shawnee State University has the ability to file for a B-1 visa. The University
was shocked to find that, when the
Russian instructor went to pick up her
visa towards the end of the week, her
petition was denied. Bankey stated, "We
started the process plenty early. We
never anticipated any problems."
Bankey told The Orronicle that the
University is doing everything possible to
expedite the process ofattaining the ability
to issue a J-1 visa. According to Bankey, it
may take up to a year to secure that authority. However, U.S. Representative and
fonnerfacultymemberDr. TedStriddand
is hand canying the request to the iroper
depeJ11:nents to see ifthereisawrJtospeed
the process up, due to the ciraunstances.
The University Chronicle was unable to
speak with Strickland at press time.
Bankey could not guarantee that
this attempt would help Nikolayevna
in attaining her visa However, he did state

See Russians page 8

Student Ombudsman Office established===;;;;

Office will act as pilot proiram for Center for Freshman Studies

By Anne Hackman

UC Senior CSWY Editor
All students are occasionally confronted with problems regarding academic, soc;:ial, or personal matters connected with the University. Most are
resolved through established procedure,
but some may escalate into a seemingly
unresolvable situation which ends with
student's withdrawal from the University.
Because the Center for Freshmen
Studies (see related article) is still in the
planning stage, SSU President Clive
Veri has authorized the establishment
ofan interimofficeto provide problem,
solving services to new and returning
students.
According to Paul Crabtree, Vic~
president of Student Affairs, the Student Ombudsperson Office will be
opened at the beginning of fall quarter
to deal with various problems confronting students in the course of their studies. The program is directed toward the
incoming freshman class, but the services will be available to the entire
student body.
Located in the fonner public relations ollice in. tJ,te C~mmon,s, the pro-

gram will initially be staffed by members of the administration and faculty
on a volunteer basis. The hours of
operation will be flexible to correspond
to the needs of the students. At the
outset, the office will be open Monday
through Friday from 9:00 am until 7:00
pm, and on Saturday mornings until
noon.
Traditionally, an ombudsperson is a
mediator between two disagreeing parties, but the University office is intended to take on a wide range of duties,
in effect becomiJlg a problem resolution resource and an information clearinghouse for the Ubiversity as welL
Dr. John Lorentz, Associate Professor History and Core Director, has had
Cllflerienceat previous institutions with
such progran1s, and is responsible for
defining the characteristics and duties
of persons involved at SSU. Lorentz
told The Chronicle, "The office is intended to be a 'neutral body' with the
staff employed to settle disputes, provide information, and cut through 'redtape' to secure solutions to problems
among membersofthe University Com-

munity."

Ideally, the ombudsperson is one
"neutral figure who hears and investigates problems and/or complaints, and
determines the outcome of a situation
without prior or perceived prejudices.
The ombudsperson is, in effect, a student advocate with ultimate responsibility to resolve students' problems satisfactorily.
Lack ofavailable financial resources
dictates a limited program, though Crabtree said that the office will expand
when funding becomes available. He
stated, "The purpose of the
ombudsperson office is to decrease the
attrition rate. Students facing what appear to be unresolvable problems can be
helped by the ombudsperson office serving as student advocate. It will add a
helpful dimension for·each student on
an individual basis."
The office will handle problems unresolved tbfough standard procedures
or channels. The ombudsperson reports
ro· the president, bypassing individual
vice.presidents, a facet of the program
which, according to Crabtree, "will alleviate stonewalling at any level."

See Ombudsman on page S

The University Clironicle:
University announces pay withholding on striking faculty;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
Editor's Note: This leller and
accopanying Statement were sent to
all members ofthe SEA on September
23. 1993.
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Dear Faculty:
As you know, the Shawnee Education Association ("SEA") has officially notified the University that it
will strike on October I, 1993. As
member of the SEA bargaining unit,
you have a legal right to strike. If you
strike and thereby fail to perform all or
part of your duties, you cannot be paid
for those duties you do not perfonn.
Ohio law prohibits a public employer
from compensating a public employee
who engages in a strike.
For payroll purposes and to comply with Federal insurance benefit
notice requirements of their duties,
. the University must inquire as to
whether or not individuals are carrying out all or part of their responsibilities to the University.
As we have no way of knowing
which faculty members will participate in the strike or whether the fac-

ulty members on strike will perfonn
all or part of their duties, it is necessary to send this letter to all faculty
members. We regret having to do this,
especially for faculty who have decided not to participate in any part of
the strike. However, we can think of
no other way to identify faculty participating in the strike and meet our
legal obligations.
Enclosed please find a Statement
which you can use to notify the University of what duties you will be
carrying out as of October 1, 1993.
The Statement cannot be signed before October I, 1993 and must_be
received by I 0:00 a.m. on the date that
you sign the Statement. Until the
University receives a signed Statement, ether in person or by fax, the
University will assume that you are on
strike and will withhold all or part of
your pay.
Sincerely,
A. L. Addington
Provost
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S EA explains reasons for declaring partial strike=======

The Shawnee Education Association, representing 120 members of the
faculty of Shawnee State University,
voted to go on partial strike beginning
October I, 1993, if a settlement is not
reached with University.
Dr. Jeff Bauer, SEA President, said
the strike vote was taken by members as
a result ofthe notice from Trustee Chairperson Tom Winters to unilaterally
implement the University's final offer
and reject the SEA 's offer to extend the
cunent contract until a settlement is
reached. "The SEA finds the offer by
the trustees unacceptable, and we further object to their attempt to unilaterally implement rather than negotiate,"
said Bauer.
The major issues of the dispute concem workload and working conditions.
Specifically, the University wants to

increase by as much as 21-48 percent the
workload, and it offers no salary increase at all for the first year, and only
the potential of minimal increase for
two years following.
"The result of the trustees' plan is a
dramatic increase in workload without
appropriate salary increases. When one
considers the fact that we have the highest workload of any of the state universities and the lowest average pay, it's
impossibletocomprehend whythe_trustees would want to treat the faculty so
unfairly and unreasonably."
The SEA President noted that the
faculty members do not want to go on
strike but feel the trustees are forcing an
action and that this shows a blatant
contempt for faculty and the students of
Shawnee State.
"We are extremely upset by the

Editor's Note: The following Jetter
was issued September 16, 1993tomembersofthefacultyconc.erning the Board's
decisionondec/aringllllimatelmpasse
the SSU Provost A.L. Addington.
Dear Faculty Member,
At a meeting held on September 9,
1993, the Shawnee EducationAssociation rejected the University's "Last and
Final Contract Offer." The pwpose of

this letter is to advise you that the Universityhasdecidedtoimplementitslast
and final offer and is planning forclasses
to start in accordance with the
institution's published academic calendar, and that faculty are expected to
fulfill the workload obligations set forth
inthelastandfinalofferincludingteaching 40 credit hours in an academic year
with no more than 16 credit hours a

quarter and scheduling six office hours
a week over a four~y period for Fall
Quarter beginning September 27, 1993.
Individual faculty contracts of the
1993-94 academic year will be issued
when a new Agreement is reached with
Shawnee Education Association. Except for increases due to promotion or
receipt of an advanced degree, salaries
for continuing faculty will be at the

same rate as that received for the 199293 academic year.
I would like to thank you in advance
for your assistance as we prepare for the
beginning of Fall Quarter.

On September 13, Attorney Thomas
Wintcrs, the chairman of the Shawnee
State University Board of Trustees notified the president of the Shawnee Educational Association, Dr. Jeffrey Bauer,
that negotiations between the faculty
and the university are over and done!
Now the faculty must accept the last and
final contract offer made by the administration negotiation team, an offer that
was rejected by an overwhelming majority of faculty on September 9. In
rejecting that contract offer, the SEA
members expressed the hope that the
two sides could continue to negotiate.
The SEA continues to feel that a resolution could be worked out if the Board

would only get rid ofits fantasies of first
punishing and then destroying the
Shawnee Educational Association.
SEA leaders are dismayed by this
unilateral and reckless action of the
Board of Trustees in de~claring that negotiations are over. SEA leaders do not
believe that the Board of Trustees and
_the administration will be allowed to get
jlway with their cynical abuse of the
collective bargaining process. Among
the actions that the SEA will take is to
challenge the legality of the Board's
actions in the courts. From the beginning, the faculty has stated the administration has not been sincere about negotiating; the SEA has interpreted the in-

transigence of the University innegotiationsduringthesummermonthstomean
that it was merely waiting until it could
unilaterally declare negotiations over
and that faculty had to accept whatever
wa dictated to them.
The irony is that the Board took its
unilateral and reckless action on the
same day that the Israelis and Palestinians have agreed to a compromise of
their differences, and yet the long and
bitter dispute at Shawnee State University between administration and faculty
goes on and on. The cynical ''negotiation" tactics of those in positions of
authority, and their plan to impose their
contract demands on the faculty, will

only deepen and prolong the bitterness
and distrust at Shawnee State.
The SEA membership will _hold a
general meeting in the near future to
discuss ways in which the faculty can
work to insure the future ofSSU and the
welfare of the students can be protected
against a group ofself-serving administrators who appear to be operating on the
basis of the theory that the best way to
build a university is to treat faculty and
students as children. This is no way to
build a university, which is a lesson that
those dictating policy for SSU have not
yet learned.

approach taken by the trustees and find
it particularly troublesome that to date
SSU President Clive Veri and the trustees have not even come to the table
once. In fact, they have been repre- ,
sented by outside attorney Sue Porter of
Columbus."
"It seems more offensive that they
have avoided actual negotiations, sent
notice oftheirintenttounila~lyimplement unfair terms and conditions of
employment, and as a result seem to be
misguided and misinfonned," said
Bauer.
Forinstance,trusteeshavegiventhe
impression that SSU faculty work very
little, when in fact SSU faculty have the
highest workload in Ohio, along with
vast obligations beyond actual teaching
time for such duties as curriculum development, office hours, scholarship,

and committee work.
Of particular note, our highest
workload in the State is before any ofthe
trustees wish to implement.
The vote to go on partial strike is
designed to be least disruptive to students, said Bauer. What we will be
doing is working under the tenns of
the contract that expired on August 31,
1993. We will be withholding any services beyond our current tenns, in
essence those working hours that the
Trustees have indicated they will
implement when classes resume on
September 27,. 1993.
.
"Our partial strike will include
picketing the University and we will
continue to call on the University to
return to the bargaining table to negotiate a fair and equitable contract,"
said Bauer.

Provost issues letter to faculty concerning Last and Final Offer=;;;;;;

Sincerely,
A.L. Addington
Provost and Vice President for
AcademJc Affairs

SEA responds to the Board's declaration of Ultimate Impasse ==;;;

Shawnee Education Association
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The saga of Petey and Micki;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~·;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;==~=======;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;__

Columnist uses valuable space to talk about... cats?

The former Soviet Union is forewebegantosuspectthatthese eyes.
ity.
makingveryundemocraticnoises, werethecriesofakittenintrouble
"His eyes haven't changed
We tried a number of different
North Korea and Japan are both anddecidedtocheckoutthesitu- color yet,'' I told Jane. "If we form~onPeteyandfinallyfoWld
threatening to develop nuclear ation. Since Micki has developed don't find his mama for him, he 'II something he could keep down.
weapons, the faculty of Shawnee a habit of following any of us who prob~bly die."
We fed him with an eyedropper at
State may go on strike and those leave the house, it was decided
So the search began. While first. Welefthimontheporchsince
idiots down in South America are that I would stay behind and hold Jane kept the kitten warm and the nights were warm. So for the last
still destroying the rain forest. Micki while Jane went kitten- tried to teach it to drink milk from few nights, I've been going out at
With all these weighty and com- hunting.
a saucer, I scouted the neighbor- two and again at six to feed Petey
plex matters to think about, I know
It's sort of the same policy I've hood for the mama cat.
his fonnula.
that the question of greatest im- adopted toward the faculty-adWefoundoutlaterthataneighThere's something wonderful
portance in the minds of all my ministration negotiations. Every borhadrescuedPeteyandalitter- about nurturing a living thing and
readers is:
day I tell our editor, Bill Holmes, mate from the street in New Bos- watching it grow. 1 suppose that's
Have your kittens had solid "You go out and hunt for a story ton. A passing child had taken the way some faculty feel about
bowel movements ye(!
on the negotiations if you wantto; Petey from the neighbor's house their students. 1bat's probably why
And the answer is:
I'll stay here and wait fora lead to and his mother didn't want a kit- someofthem wouldrathertakeless
Yes, They Have.
some real news to come in." I tensoshemadehimputitoutside. moneyandworlclongerhoursasto
The big event took place about don't consider the negostand on picket Jines. You
five o'clock on Thursday after- tiations to be news be- r..;;;;;;;;;;;;__________;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;___;.;;;;.ican•trea1lyblamethem for
noon while I was waiting outside cause everybody in the
.
. . , .·
that Still, as a reporter, 1
the Union Hall for the results of countyalreadyknowsadwanted to know just how
the SEA's vote on whether or not ministration and faculty
"overwhelming" the vote
to accept administration's offer. can't work together.
to
turn
down
We might as well not have both- That's not news. When
administration's offer had
ered. We learned that the SEA the two groups had to call
been. But nobody would
hadvoteddownadministration's inafederalmediator,was
say.Andlcan'tblameanyproposal "overwhelmingly," but anyone really surprised?
·
·
one for that. either. Still, I
we already knew that was going It'sreallyonlynewswhen
Arr
would have liked to have
to happen. There was one major something happens and
gotten a little bit more
question in our minds. Since the it's only BIG news when
"news" than I did
administration has stated that it what happens is not what you Note that she didn't make him
I mean, it doesn't take a rocket
will no longer negotiate, and there expected. And the end of the ne- take it back where he got it; she scientist to figure out that if there is
is no contract at present, does that gotiations story is a foregone con- just had him put it outside. And we no present agreement and adminismean there will be a strike?
clusion.
wonderwhat'swrongwithourkids1 tration has vowed to talk no more,
We have two kittens. One is
Much as the end of the Petey Anyway, the kid put the kitten in a there's no way out of the impasse.
Micki. She was picked up some- story was a foregone conclusion. · tree where he thougi. it would be The only logical end to all this is a
where by a neighbor and we fed Watching Jane go out the gate to safe, not realizing that the kitten strike. But nobody would even say
her because no one else seemed to seek the sourceofthatpitifulmew- wouldn't be able to get down.
that a strike seemed likely. And for
be taking care ofher. So she gravi- ing, I told Micki, "Soon you'll
But I didn't know all this when I that. I blame them.
tated toward us and our little me- have a little kitty to play with." went searching for Petey's mother;
So it's hardly any wonder that
nagerie expanded by one. She's a Micki looked puzzled, but there I thought he was a neighborhood when I got home and heard about
fine, happy kitty with allergies was no clairvoyance involved.
resident who hadjmt wandered off the big event, all I could think was:
whoseemedtosufferfro~chronic
Anyway, when Jane came from mama. Ihadnowayofknow- I missed watching my kitties take
diarrhea.
back with the little kitten cradled ing that mama was in New Boston their first solid poop and for nothSpeaking of which, have you in her arms, I told Micki, "See?" somewhere. It's hardly surprising ing.
ever heard people talk so much
And Micki said, "Well, I'll be that I didn't find her. I went back
Onethingaboutallthisisimporand say so little about any subject dipped. How did you know?"
and told Petey, "You're adrift with- tant Administration is up a tree.just
as they have about these negotiaI knew it as surely as I know out an anchor, kitty."
like Petey was. They've made a
I imagine a Jot ofstudents, espe- show of strength by saying they
tions? About the only thing any- that there is a very large possibilone can agree on is that the stu- ity that our next headline will be: cially younger ones, feel that way won't talk any further. But, sooner
dents will get shafted no matter
STRIKE!
right now. All our lives we're told or later, they will have to talk or this
what happens.
lDlless, of course, there's no that the people in charge are actu- thing will never be settled And
We've triedanumberofrem- proof-reader around to check allycompetenttohandlesituations, whentheydoagreetonegotiate,it's
edies, such as adding fiber to her things out and then the headline that they know what they're doing. going to look like weakness. They
diet, but things always seemed a may read, as it did once before:
But the simple act of forging a said they wouldn't negotiate; now
little runnier than they ought to
STIKE!
contract seems to be completely here they are. They've left thembe. In fact,Janeandl were check"He was in a tree and he beyond their abilities. I ~ d of selves only two choices: self-deing out this very situation at about couldn't get down,'' Jane said settling down to find a fair, worlc- struct by letting the college remain
six one morning when we first Under the porch light, we looked al;?le agreement they seem to view closedorbackdownandnegotiate.
heard Petey. He had been bleat- at him carefully. He was a beau- every opportunity to master the art They are going to need as much
ing at the top ofhis tiny lungs like tiful little creature with long, wispy ofcooperation as a chance to gratify help getting down from this tree
a lost lamb for a good while be- fur, enormous ears and huge, blue their egos through mindless hostil- as Petey needed to get down out
~-------,---,----------------------------------------------

ofhis. ·
Egos are involved mightily in
all of this, as they are in most
confrontations between opposing
parties and it is going to be very
difficultforadministrationtoback
down. Unless, of course, faculty
literally begs them to negotiate.
And how can faculty do that? As
I understand it, faculty basically
wantedthingstoremainthesame.
They knew Shawnee was in flnancial trouble and this was their
way of helping out Their was
their gift to Shawnee State. They
had it thrown back in their face
andnowtheyarehurt. They look
as puzzled as your cat does when
you take his gift of a dead mouse
and throw it in the trash. They feel
betrayed. Their pride has been
wounded and, while they might
agree to negotiate, they aren't
going to beg.
Petey has officially adopted
us, I guess. The other night, a
neighbor's cat jumped the fence
andcameupontotheporch.Petey
drew himself up tQ his full height,
fuzzed his hair in all directions at
once and unleashed his four-anda-half week old fury• He hissed,
he spat, he bounced sideways on
his toes. The fully-grown interloper took off at full speed and
hasn't come back since.
Afterwards, Petey strutted
around the porch, head held high.
He had defended his territory and
he was justifiably proud
There's always the possibility
that faculty and administration
might get together long enough
for faculty to agree to worlc without a contract at their present
hours, salary, benefits, etc. Since
that's all they wanted anyway, it
would be a sort of victory for
them. And administration could
tell itself that an interim agreement isn't real negotiation and
that it doesn't constitute backing
down. So that would be a shortterm· solution. And, of course, a
great many of the part-timers will
be teaching. We hope you took
17ieChronic/e'sadviceandscheduled as many classes as possible
with part-timers.
We gave Pe·t ey his first solid
food yesterday, unless you co\Dlt
what he stole out of Micki's bowl
and the insects he's managed to
k and kill, and he loved it. Of
The University Chronicle Letter
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course.jealous Micki had to have
University Chronicle also reserves some, too. Both of them had very
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profanity .of lib~L The Unfver•( be ~Iced•to show identifi~tjo1i ·... good to concentrate on something
sonally delivered to the ne.Wspa-' servc,s the right to edit letters f ot sity Chronia/e reserves the>righi • . Other fomis of verifiaµion will be . · nice fora change and maybe I could
to Jirnj( publication of l~tt.e rs . used for letters mailed to 1he Uni- take your mind offlhe negotiations.
per office in Masste 4ll.
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Sex, sleaze, and slan~er:The Clarence Tho.m asfAnita Hill hearings reyisted

Sex is the ultimate marketing toot 'just the hairclub president. .. ," Biden), fill Thurgood Marshall's seal It was a minority? Enter Anita Hill, a black
feministfascistorganii.atioilsmanaged
If Cindy Crawford were to do laxative and break down into a confession fol- automatically assumed by the left that female, waving the politically correct
to twist Anita Hill's ridiculous testicommercials then single men in droves lowed by Thomas yanking a pistol front Thomas was a Christian sympathizer, a banner of sexual harassment.
mony into a clarion call. There are
would scour bars in search ofMissRight his coal and making a mad dash for the homophobe, a right-toalifer, and a rac~
The problein that ensued was that
numerous other issues that deserve
with the runs. The Democrats have door only to be gunned down by r.===============================:;-, the charges fabricated by less than
attention such as the contradictory tes:.:
trouble understanding some things, (like • shirtless stud from a sensitivity
creative Senate staffers were laughtimony of lli!Fs key witness, Judge
trainingclassandAnitaHillwith
able. It was .hard for anyone to
S'1San Hoerchnei", the unethical and
economics and consequences from
tions etc.), but they do understand that the sun setting around her gives
picture Clarence Thomas, a man that
illegal actions taken by Senators Siappealing to the American electorate's herScarlettO'Hara-esque ''... I'll
can be described as serene at best,
mon and Metzenftaud staffer James
Bruditey, and most importantly Miss
• prowling the halls of the E.E.O.C.
raginghonnonesandunquenchablethirst neverbefondledagain!"speech
for sleazy gossip makes geat ratings. asthecreditsroll. Unfortunately,
dropping his genital hairs into laHill'spuzzlingpastwithThomassuch
Never was this more apparent than the the hordes ofmiddle-class maid:1. l' 1 .U l'l
dies' soft driilks in ' the hope of as following him from job to job after
Clarence Thomas/Anita Hill hearings in ens had to settle for asinine tales
stirring women's libidos into high
the alleged harassinenuook place. But
the Fall of 1991. The Party of the pinko of a well-endowed sailor and a
By Matthew Rawi
gear. And if the "pubes in the
to yours truly the most damning eleand the bamboozled proletariat turned a truly ridiculous charge ofa grown
·
ngs
pop" pick-up didn't work, ihen he
ment of Anita Hill's creditability is
Supreme Court confinnation hearing manandYalegraduatedropping L==============================:'..l would revert to tales of _
a porno the outlandishness ofher charges and
into a bad episode of "Dynasty". Mil- his pubic hairs into Miss Hill's
. star's evidence of good breeding.
that a group of grown, well-;educa~d
lions of scandal-starved-housewives in soft drink.
ist The only problem was that the Judge One could conjecture that .Senators
men would deem it admissible. I guess
rollers and sundresses.glued their beady
The stage for this soap opera of was/is and presumably always will be a excusing themselves from the hearhen hath no fury I.µce a special interest
eyes to the boob tube waiting for Judge sexual harassment was set months be- black man. How could Paul Simon, ings probably couldn't control their
group scorned.
Thomas to be cornered by Perry Mason, fore when President Bush annowx:ed Howard Metzenfraud, and Teddy laughter.
·
.
Man Rawlings is a staff columnist
(played badly by Senator Joe "I'm not that. Thomas would be his nominee to "Wanna go for a swim?" Kennedy grill
Nonetheless, N.O .W. and -other , for The University Chronicle.
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Snyder discusses 1993 Education Report Card

In a Statehouse press conference today, state Senator Cooper Snyder (RHillsboro) discussed the recently released 1993 Report Card on American
Education and what impact the report
has on the education reform movement
in Ohio.
The 1993 Report Card was prepared
by the American Legislative Exchange
Council (ALEC) in conjunction with
F.mpower America, a policy group cofounded by fonner U.S. Secretary of
Education William Bennett.
Snyder was joined by state Representative Dale Van Vyven (RSbaronville), an ALEC National Board
member; state Representative Mike Fox
(R-Harnilton), ranking minority member of the House Education Committee;
and Lynn Wachtmarul (R-Napoleon),
ALEC'S Ohio state chairman.
"What this report indicates is something we've all really known: simply
throwing money at our schools does pot
translate into better-educated students.
As we move toward education funding
reform, it's important to keep this fact
finnly in mind."
•

"As the 'report card' shows, high
achieving schools don't depend totally
on more money. Our own Ohio research
also shows that," said Snyder. "We've
got to come to the aid of our schools
armed not simply with money, but with
real ideas-with cre!ltive, itmo~-ative, solutions."
According
to the Education · Report
Card, ofthe top
ten states in
achievement,
only one-Wisconsin-is in the
top ten percent
by pupil expenditure. The
other top ten achievement states range
from 16th to 51st in expenditures (the
report includes the District of Columbia). Utah ranks 51 st in expenditure per
pupil but is eighth according to achievement.
"If money doesn't make our kids
high achievers, then what is the secret?
Ohio's own reports have shown it in the

past and we are confirming it here today:
successful students are served by schools
that reach out to them, become involved
in their lives, and understand their personal situations. Successful students have
the support and assistance of their par~
ents in their learning efforts,'• said Sny-

In "A Model For Quality Education," a report issued by the Ohio Legislative Office of Education Oversight,
researchers found that major factors contnbuting to student achievement related
to how much interaction a school has
with the local community, with a university, with parents, and with the busi-

ness community.
''Family structure, community involvement, and higher expectations are
important keys to student learning. When
a child's parents support his or her learning efforts, and the school makes an
effort to understand that child's cultural
and family
b a c k groWld,you
will see children achieving higher
levels of success
at
school and,
ultimately,
in life."
"Byreviving this report on American education, ALEC has provided 13 useful indicators ofthe relative condition ofschools
across the nation," Van Vyven said.
''One trend that should cause concern is
the 40 percent increase in non-teaching
positions during the past 20 years while
there has been a downward trend in test
scores. We have to ask questions about

dited on false documents, they have
coerced witnesses into changing their
stories, they are withholding thousands of
pages of documents (for "national security"???) that might prove him innocent,
they have no actual evidence concerning
who did the shooting, they cannot tie
Peltierto any weapon used in the shooting,
they cannot show that the FBI agents did
not fire first. In fact, there is no case against
Peltier that would stand up in any honest
court of law.
The FBI have argued that Peltier is
guilty of"aiding and abetting." But 1his is
a crime he has never been chlJrged with!
Even the Soviet Union expressed their
amazement that our authorities jwould resort to such measures as we ~ve in this
case.
But the unconstitutional impfisonment
of Leonard Peltier serves the pl\rposes of
men with money and power. It~esattention away from the fact that the
of
Lakota land, which Peltier opposed, was
illegal and immoral. That mining made
a lot ofmoney for a lot ofalrea~wealthy

men.
His imprisonment also serves the
authority's interests. By keeping Peltier in
prison, they can make it appear that they
are doing their jobs. To release him would
be to admit not only that they made a
mistake but that the truth about Pine Ridge
is unknown. This raises unsettling possibilities about the culpability of the FBI in
what occurred.
So Leonard Peltiermust stay in jail so
long as it is useful to have him there.
When will it no longer be useful to
have Leonard Peltier in prison? When
enough people raise their voices and let it
be known jhat we will no longer tolerate
the injusti¢s that are the stock in trade of
people with power.
Only when we make it understood that
we will I our political power to put
•
pressure on·those who would keep Peltier-and through him, all men-imprisoned,
will he go free.
And only when we have raised our
voicesfor~webelieveincananyofus
be truly free.

der.

how increases in education fimding have
been used," he said.
Representative Fox stated that more
flexibility at the local level may be a key·
toward improving education performance. "We need to free local school
districts from having to perform so many
state-mandated functions. Local schools
should have the power to spend more of
their fimds on basic education and
projects that are priorities to the residents of the district," Fox said.
"We have taken many steps in the
past decade .to do more to monitor the
perfonnance of our state's schools and
students," Representative Wachtmann
said, •'but we have yet to take big steps
in actuallY. boosting that performance.
That will be our challenge for the next
decade. The 1993ReportCardonAmerican education indicates that we will
need more than just dollars to meet this
challenge. We need to empower parents
to make more education choices and
foster more competition in our educational system at the local level, instead
otbaving so many decisions made at the
state level.

Why is Leonard Peltier in jail?=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= ·Writer announces
By Jay Arr Henderson

uc Production Manager

Being a scapegoat is a dirty job, but
somebody's got to do it.
When the authorities go after what
they want, people get hurt: usually the
innocent.
When those entrusted with the administration of law and order need to
convict somebody in order to look good
to the voters, a scapegoat must be found.
And always is.
When the greedy and the rapacious
find murder an expedient means to amass
power and gold, someone must be found
to take the blame: Usually those who
have stood up forthehelplessand downtrodden.
Leonard Peltier is the latest in a long,
long list of political scapegoats which
goes back to Soaates and includes Sacco
and Vanzetti and Nelson Mandela.
Socrates was murdered for telling the
truth, though the official charge was
"corrupting the youth." Sacco and
Vanzetti were executed for preaching

socialism( or anarchy, the prosecutors
switched back and forth between the
two ),though the authorities would have
had us believe they shot a guard during
a bank robbery. Nelson Mandela spent
twenty-eight years as "a danger to his
people" for the "crime" of standing up
for their rights.
A Greek, perhaps the greatest thinker
of his time ...
Two Italian immigrants with little
formal education...
An African, in a conquered land...
What do these people have in common? Two things:
(I) They stood up for what they
and
believed in, criticized the rich
powerful and made enemies.
(2) They were railroaded on charges
that the authorities could not
prove.

Leonard Peltier has spent seventeen
years in prison for the killing of two FBI
agents on the Pine Ridge Reservation.
So far, the FBI and the prosecutors have
admitted in open court that he was extra-

use

new column

I have been working on this article
for over a week now, ·and have been
constantly and repeatedly met with interruptions, delays, and the proverbial
writer's block. I wanted to introduce
myself, tell you about tny children, my
educational goals, and the purpose of 1
this column. I was also searching for .a
title for this column.
··
. None ofthis has bee11 accomplished;
yet I still have a deadline to meet. The
presses will not wait for me to become
,
organized.
The point o(this.as yet un-named I
.colwnnistosharewi$therea~(you!) .,
someofthepairislUldpleasure,sofsingle ,
parenthood/college/work combined. I ;
invite comments, questions, ideas~ and I
helpful hints from
of you out there, 1
•I hope this coll!ffln
~olIIC a sQurce
of.corrfort, inf~~iOJJ, 1111d I l l ~ ,
for~tjse'ofyou \Vh.b.
1fyingto make

any

:~r~~16,
llr.,
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. JOBS program makes national connection========== Ombudsman continued
Student retention program to serve for training center for federal program

By Anne Hackman
UC Senior Copy Editor

Shawnee State University is going
national. The JOBS Student Retention
Program,underthedirectionofSuzanne
Shelpman has been honored by being
chosen as the training center for a national program designed to extend and
expand opportunities for success in
higher education to low income men
and women.
Shelpman was notified that the program had been chosen from among
models submitted by universities across
the state. Under the auspices ofthe U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the new program will link
groups from other universities with the
local Connection staff in order to assist
in the design of similar programs around
the country.
This pilot program was conceived
by Dr. Robert Moman, Chief Administrator District 5, for HHS. According to
Shelpman, Moman 's concern regarding
educational opportunities for low income families pushed him to "ask Donna
Shalala [Secretary ofHealth and Human
Services] to do something to help. She
(Shalala] told Dr. Moman to investigate
the problem and come up with a workable program."
Shelpman was wiaware that the new
program was being planned and that the
Connectionwasbeingconsidered. When
she received the call from the Ohio
Board of Regents she said, "I was
stunned. I was told that larger, more
established universities are usually chosen for these ventures, and it was assumed that the same would hold true in
this case. So no one told us that we were
in the running."
Dr. Clive Veri called the selection a
"great honor for SSU and a great tribute
to Suz.anne Shelpman and her staff, for
implementingandcarryingoutthegrant
that was received for this pwpose. The
excellent service our students receive
and the program itself will now receive

national attention."
The new program will be conducted
via satellite hookup with a control group
selectedfromanasyetunnameduniversity in the Chicago area. Initially targeted for rural programs it may also
become an urban model as well.
When that selection is complete, the
first step for Shelpman's group will be
making an introductory video, which
will introduce the staff and share the
philosophy of the local JOBS program
with the corresponding group in Chicago. From that point, it will evolve into
an educational process with a series of
interactive training sessions and panel
discussions designed to communicate
the successful elements of the SSU program. Other groups will join the system
as the program expands into a multistate area.
The results of this experimental interactive project will be presented to the
national convention of the Department
of Health and Human Services in 1996.
Shelpman attributes the_nationalrecognition of the success of the local program to her staff. She said, "The attitude of all staff members is greatly
supportive from intake to closure. Their
goal is to arm the student with the most
infonnation they can convey."
Counselors for the program are Deborah Watson, Brenda Miller, Sandra
Lawyer, and Dale Taylor. Intake technician Brenta Childers, systems technician Stacey Shumway, and clerk-typist
Regina Bradley provide additional student support services.
Dr. Paul Crabtree, Vice-president of
Student Affairs, told The Chronicle, "We
knew all the time that our JOBS program
was one of the best in the nation, and
because it was selected as the best rurallocated project in the multi-state region,
the whole nation will know it is one of the
best!"
Funded by grants from the Ohio Department ofHuman Services and the Ohio
Board of Regents, the services provided at

theCortnectionarelimitedtorecipientsof
Aid to Dependent Children, who are required to participate in one segment of the
JOBS program. Those who choose to
continue their education at SSU are referred to the Connection and are assigned
to a specific counselor. This counselor
assists them through application and registration procedures, and provides guidance and support throughout the first year
of school.
Services are fonnallyterminatedat the
end of one year, but fonner participants
frequently drop by for advice.
Before these students attend their first
class, they have been exposed to a quarter
of intensive orientation into the details of
academic life. Shelpman told The
Chronicle, "This gets the students offto a
good start with less chance of discouragement or fililure along the way. They also
have the opportunity to meet other new
students,andfriendshipsare fonnedwhich
extend into the academic experience at
SSU. The focus is entirely student-oneilted. We are willing to do whatever we
can to help our students."
The staff members interact regularly
to share helpful information which can be
passed along to students. With only four
counselors available fortheneedsof500600 students, such cooperative efforts are
crucial to maintaining a high retention
rate.
Shelpmansaidthatafullstaffmeeting
is held quarterly to "review all aspects of
the program. We renovate or discard any
part that isn't worlcing effectively. The
structure is also flexible enough to Jet us
makespontaneouschangesasnecessary."
The Connection opened on the Universitycampus less than three years ago to
assist low income students throogh the
education process. Within 18 months, the
office was recognmd for service to over
I000 students, and had been chosen as a
model for dozens of similar programs
statewide. As of fall quarter 1993, the
office has taken care of almost 1400 students. The number cmrently enrolled at

market, parental attitudes, and poverty.

Shawnee State University. Its director will
be Wayne White who has worked as guidance counselor, coach, teacher, and superintendent of schools.
A September 6 meeting at Shawnee
Lodge of representatives of all ten institu-

SSU through JOBS is between 500 and

600.

Statistics accumulated since the
program's inception confinn its success
story. Thecurrentretentionrate(students
who go on to a second year of study) is 86
percent Included in the 14 percent who
are not considered "retained" are students who have enrolled in other institutions or have taken full-time employment
and are no longer receiving public assistance. When these students are taken into
consideration, the retention rate increases
to 92 percent.
The program has been so successful
that it has outgrown its present location.
Witli fimds received from a recent grant, a
modular unit is going into the vacant area
north of the Connection on Union Street.
The new structure will provide additional
. classroom space and a storage area for the
books and equipment which are available
for student use.
Shelpman cited a need for this type of
program to be made available for all first
year students. She said, "We have an
average of 25 students, per week, who
find their way here looking for help. The
guidelines for our JX'Ogram limit us to
enrolling only those receiving ADC, but it
is obvious that many others also need
assistance."
Besides directing the Connection,
Shelpman is also involved in getting the
new Student Ombudsperson Office open
for fall quarter (see related article). She
will be training vohmteers in understandinghowthe University system works. She
stresses that networlcing is an e ~
element in getting JX"Oblerns successfully
resolved.
The philosophy ofthe JOBS/Connection program can be summed up in
Shelpman 's assertion that everyone has a
dream of what they can become. At
Connectiom, the vision is identified and
expanded realistically and the necessary
tools, human and material. are provided to
tum that vision into reality through education.

New program encourages college enrollment _________

The Ohio legislature haA provided funds
to motivate high-school students in Appalachian Ohio to goon to college. The funds will
be distributed by the new Ohio Appalachian
Center for Higher F.ducation (OACHE). Approximately eigtty percent of the grant of
SJ,O 17,500 will go to Shawnee University and
other Jnt-secoooary institutiom. The other
twenty percent will go to the costs ofadministering the program and creating further studies.
The grant was a direct resuh of the earlier
AppllachianAa:1:$SandSuccessProjectwhich
found that high scoool
in thetwentynine counties that are consideroo to be Ohio
Appilacbiawere farl5 likelytoallmlcollege
than high scmol graduates in the other fifty.
nineObiocounties. ltwasdetenninedtbatonly
aboutthirtyperceotofAppalachianhigb scoool
gr,iduates go oo to college. In Ohio ua whole,
the percentage of high scbxllers woo attend
college is about forty pen:ent and, nationwide,
the pen:entage smred to over sixty pen:enl
Thereasom fortbis largediscrepancy were
clarified by a later study made by the Imtitute
f<rLoca!GovenmentAdministratmandRwal
DevelopmentatObio University. Someofthe
rwnnsdiscoveredwere: theeoormousoostsof
liigbered11catioo,lowself-esteem,igoorm:,eof
the realities of higher education and the job

In order to receive money, a college CX'
school district wiJl oooo to submit a proposal
statingbowtooy\\OOldeooouragehigbscboolers
to continue their educations.
The OACHE wiJI be headquartered at

frompage I·

The ombudsperson staff will initially
comist of selected volunteers trained in
UniversityJrOCC(hres. Su2anneShelpman,
Direct« of JOBS Student Retention Program and UAS Olaupers00; will provide
training .in networking and accessing information. Knowing how the University
works will enable staff members to get
through the system, using positive manipulation to solve1he students' problems.
According to Shelpman, "Sometimes it is .
just a matter of knowing the right questions to ask the right person."
Voltllteerswillreceiveadditionaltraining in the communication
).YOl>lemsolving skills neCieSSaJy to resolve simple
or complex problam. In the absence of a
pennaneot .staff: the. volunteers will . be
expected to lietwcnand interact in order
to majmam continuity during the resolution ~ ' .
.
. According to Lorentz, the office will
have a tbree4ier stnx:ture. The first level
is a receptionist position, staffed by members ofthe Golde:n Bears or other community members \\1lling to voltmteer blocks
of time to the program. These volunteers
will provide' general.iriformation/directiMf«
Attheseconcl leve1are the facilitators,
a group composed offaculty and administtatioo members woo ·will .work in ·the
officefor two hours per week. The facilitat«~ care ofstudent problamwhicb
cilli• bo'teSOlved tm:IOgh commuoicatiod
«iDieraction with other University offiQS)•.~ toLonm., the facilitat«
.. . -~~ti911, 'YhenW9rlc-

studenls. .
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University adopts non-smoking policy==================;;;;;;;;;;;

On May 20, the University Faculty University buildings used primarily as
Assembly (UFA) approved a revision of residence of students or other persons
the policy toward tobacco usage on Uni- affiliated with the University."
versity grounds. The new policy (Policy
The policy revision was scheduled
No. 508 Revised). The policy was rec- forco"lsiderationattheAugust 13meetommended by Vice-President for Stu- ing of the Board of Trustees. If acdent Affairs Dr. Paul Crabtree who cepted by the Board, the new policy
quoted, "Smoking and the use of smoke- would go into effect on September I ,
less tobacco products shall be prohibited 1993.
in all buildings and other enclosed strucIn the same issue of The Chronicle
tures owned or leased by the Univer- in which the No-Smoking policy was
sity."
reported, there appeared an essay by
However, certain exceptions were Roman Duvall in which he quoted
allowed. The CW A, after reviewing the statistics from the American Cancer
policy, demanded that smoking be al- Society:
lowed in the power plant maintenance
--Smokers have twice the risk of
garage to accommodate the custodial dying from a heart attack as non-smokstaff. The policy was amended to pro- ers.
--Smoking is the single cause of
vide a smoking area for the custodial
staff.
about 30 per cent of all cancers.
A second exception to the policy was
--Smoking is responsible for 87 perthe allowing of smoking and the use of cent of all lung cancer cases.
other tobacco products in "rooms within
-Smoking is related to approxi-

mately 434,000 premature deaths each industry, he said, has fallen apart. Bootleg cigarettes, smuggled in from Michiyear.
-Cigarette smoke contains 40 dif- gan are making fortunes fora few.Meanferentchemicals which have been shown while, thousands of people have been
to be carcinogenic.
laid off.
Hennes stated that the same thing
--Smoking increases the risk oflung
cancer tenfold.
could easily happen here. Tobacco curDuVall also revealed that he had rently provides more than 22,000 jobs
lost "two grandfathers, one grandmother per year forOhioans. lftaxes were raised
and his father to lung cancer or heart by one dollar per pack, about four thouattack: all as a direct result of cigarette sand of these jobs would immediately
smoking."
vanish. So many fewer cigarettes would
OnAugust 11,asthe Board ofTrust- be sold at the higher ·price that Ohio
ees prepared to consider the no-smok- would actually lose fifty-two million
ing policy revision, the R.J. Reynolds dollars in taxes.
Hennes also pointed out that there
Tobacco Company, held a two-hour
meeting at the Ramada Inn at which he has been no government for tobacco
counseled local smokers on how to fight subsidy for many years, making it one of
for their right to smoke. Hennes told his the few truly capitalistic industries left.
audience that the Canadian government
The group of smokers over 18 comhas raised cigarette taxes so high that prises about fiftymillionmembers. Said
retail cigarettes sell for about sixty-five Hennes, "If these fifty million smokers
dollars a carton. The Canadian cigarette can get organized, they can accomplish

Construction of the Center for the Arts begins

Groundbreaking ceremonies for the
University'sCenterfortheArtswasbeldonJuly
I9. Scheduled lo be completed in July 1995, the
C.mer will home the art, masic and theater
dqmtments.
Dr. A.L. Miingtoo, Provost, called the
groundbreaking ceremony anolber "here we
grow againcelebralioo, breakinggroundforthe
largest building ever built at the University,
a:lebraling the significm romibution of the
ans k>thedeveqmeotoot oolyoflhiscampus,
but to the nation.
The 102,000 sq. ft. building at oomer of
Second and Gay StreelS will be the comerstooe
ofthe Shawnee State~. The interior was
desigoodbyDr.Georgebmour, YaleProfes.u
Emeritus and intemationallyn:oowned theater
designer. TheCenterisintendedk>beflexible
and fuoctional, and will be furnished with stateof-the-art equipment.

All fine arts depar1menls have specially
desigoodandequippooareas in the new facility. The acoostically flexible theater area seats
ll56andcanbeconvertedfioolaspeechtoa
music facility in~ than 30 minutes.
The art department will have ten distinct
sludioareaswilhthedesigntalcingioocoosideration the use of bolb llllural and al1ificial
lighting. A !lilllery will provide space for the
exhibition of the WOlb of students and ocher
al1iSIS as well.
The IDISic department CODlaim teaching
sludios,praclicerou:m,a~ngstudio,a
listening room, acbmlroomanda3000sq. ft.
recital hall.
Dr. Oive Veri, Presideot of Sbawnlle
State, referred to the structure as "a spiritlifting building in which we will teach and
experieoce the arts".
Attention toaeslhelics, fimction,and flex-

ibility marked every stq> in the planning of
this rro.ject. Upon completioo, the facility is
expected to draw new fonm ofentertainment,
artfonm,andculturalactivitiestothecampus:
The new foor-ycar degree program in Fine
Arts is oow in the
of being appoved
bytheOhioBoardofRegents. TheCenteris
expected to facilitate ocher degree programs
oow being planned, tlnigh implementation
will depend on available fimding.
Tom Stead, ~iate Profes.u and Art
Ol8ir, empbasimd that it was imp<xtant during the entire developnent process to "oot
bile track ofthe fact that the Center is for the
students." He pointedoot that in every area
of the sttucture the particular needs of the
difTerentArtsdivisiomwereiocorporatedinto
thedesign,and"theresultisafunctionatand
flexible teaching, learning, and performing
facility."

SEA negotiator resigns from faculty position

States continued association with SSU "demeaning and dispiritinK"

t

By Brian .J. Overman
Uc News Editor
Deborah Watennan, J.D. has resigned from her position as Assistant
ProfessorofLegal Assisting at Shawnee
State University. In a letter of resignation addressed to A.L. Addington, SSU
Provost, (see letter to editor), Waterman considered "continued association with SSU to be demeaning and
dispiriting."
lnan interview with The Chronicle,
Watennan stated that there were several factors that led to her resignation.
Waterman said, "I deeply regretted
making that decision, but I am not comfortable discussing the reasons at this
time."
Amidst rumors that Waterman's
resignation was a result of her dissatisfaction with the actions of the SEA
during the course of negotiations, Waterman said, "There had been rumors
that my resignation was related to the
actions of the SEA, but I would like to
say that I stand behind the SEA and their
efforts one hundred percent."
Waterman, who had been employed
at Shawnee State University since 1991,

was a member of the Shawnee Education Association's negotiating team responsible fornegotiating the 1993-1994
faculty contract which remains unsettled. When asked what her role
would be in the negotiations process
now that she is no longer a faculty
member at Shawnee State, Waterman
replied, "I told Jeff [Bauer] that I'm
willing to help in any way he feels is
appropriate. Some members [SEA]
might be upset with a non-faculty member at the table, but being a lawyer I am
used to representing other people's interests."
According to Sue Porter, Attorney
and ChiefNegotiator for Shawnee State
University, the loss ofWatennanwould
not affect future negotiations, as there
are alternates available for the SEA

anything."
Hennes then reviewed several methods smokers can use to protect their
right to smoke and ended the meeting by
passing out information packets detailing these methods and ways of starting
Smokers' Rights Groups. In the interests of representing ho.th sides of the
smoking controversy, The Chronicle
took several of these and announced
their availability to anyone who would
stop by the newspapers offices at 411
Massie. (They have since received several more of these information packets
and they can still be picked up at The
Chronicle offices at 411 Massie Hall.
OnAugim 13, the Shawnee State Board
ofTrustees voted tmanimously ( the paper
says''ancnymously'':thecopy-editorwas
off that day) to amend University policy
5.08, the tobacco policy. Resolution 39-93
prohibited smoking in University buildings and vehicles.

At the l~t Board of Trustees and reasons for the decline are
meetirlg held on August 13, Paul merely speculative. He suggested
Crabtree. Vice~~tesident of Stti- that students have. a t 'tendenc:y to
dent :Affairs,.reported on behalf of register late'• and he also noted that
theQualityoftiniversityLifeComa- the ••~erta~nty of the riegptia·
mittee that eau'ollment was dowri. . tions•• may be a factor.
Midkiff explained that lowered .
According to ttie ~culation point
follQ\fing .ijgureif c;,f ~Ly registra- enrollment will
fundiijg iµ
tionfet:1tollfuent was di>wri 218 sfu- two ·ways. .·F~st; lQWered enioU/
dents from fast year-at this time.
ment means Jess money received ·
. Th~ C1'ronicle spoke with Dr; from tuition payrrients. Secondly,
Stephen Midkiff, Registrar. He first . institutional . subsidies .· receivecl.
clarified the difference between reg- from the Olµo Board ofRegerits ate •
is1ration and enrollment. "Regis- based on attendance. Dr. Crabtree
trati.o n is what oc~urs prior Jo the said. «Since the projected budget
start of the quarter.' ' And at the · f o( this year was based on last yeat,
calculation point registration is in- we may be looking at .a cut in the
deed down 7.2 percent. Enroll- budget of $190,000-200,000. lt i$
ment itself is calculated on the 14th . getting worse rather .tl:lan bc:tter,
day of the Fall Quarter.' • Midkiff but we really won't know anything.
conimn~ that registration is down . . unti_l late registration.'•
·

affect

SS.U loses S_O Cf program .. .,. ··.. ·. •,

ing. and Internship classes without a
professor. When asked about replacing
In early August employees ofSouth- ous twelve quarters, the pnsoner-e4ucaWaterman, Payne said, "Absolutely,
there will be somebody in that position em Ohio Correctional Facility felt yet tion program had brought nearly oneinto
replacing Deborah Waterman by the more fallout from the earlier riots when and~-half million d9llars
first day of classes." Payne explained it was announced that certain ·educa- Shawnee's coffers from tuition and fees
·
.
.
that a full-time, one year contract would . tional opportunities which had formerly alone.
These tuitions and feeswerepaidfor
be extended to an acceptable candidate, been offered to employees of the Lucaslargely by funds from the same channels
but the position would be advertised ville facility were withdrawn. · ·
nationally for applicants for the permaPr~vost Dr. A.L. Addington told The •·. wllich are available to other stude~:
nent Assistant Professor of Legal As- Chr<Jnicle that past experience had \ PEJ..,L grants, 010, scholarships, etc:
shown that increased security would ·· Students paid an. additional ''off.:aimsisting position. ·
In her letter of resignation, Waterman re$1lt from the riots and many or most of •p95" fee which wa adju~d yearly after
stated that Karen Crummie and Marcia the inmates enrolled in the classes held .,··• ·•1989 to bring the total of tuitions ant:l
.
Shedroff, adjunct faculty members at there .would be unable to attend. Dr., fees to $1,208 per quarter.
Vi~Presi: . ·. .;
progtim began in 1972. .
Shawnee State, were interested in full. David Creamer;
time positions in the Legal Assisting pro- dent for B~iness Affairs, stated that . { Some people wanted to see the prounless enrollment reached fifty pris_;; ·gram restarted The Clu-o,ucle printed
gram and are "well qualified to teach the
course that I [Waterman] would have been oner~students, Shawnee could not make the following commentby Dr. RobeitL.
teaching this upcoming quarter."
aprotifby teaching. at the prl$on. Said· Lawson.Diiectorof())~tiiluingEducateam.
At prem time Dr. Oive Veri, President Addmtl()b, "If the riot had been4verin Jionfor Shawnee University: . .
prisons
Roy Payne, Dean of the College of of Shawnee State University, and A.L a day or two, the program might have ·.·. . . ." ~ t i shows
· .,:, ers interact bettenvith ~pe0pl~ ind
Business at Shawnee State University Addington, Shawnee State Provost. were continµed; i don't know.''
the educational opportunities
lesslikely to return to prison. Since
said that he had not yet seen the letter of both unavailable for · comment on
resignation from Watennan, but that he Waterman's resignation.
9tfered to elilplQyees wete closely tied t most ~pie in prisOns are, going to
would be responsible for replacing her.
Waterman's resignation was approved
Watennan's resignation leaves Busi- by the Board oITrustee oo Septeni>er 13.
,~ ~
. ~_tion•
·.·.:
· . :.~
~
..· <~-\.,.:.:,.:..·.• ·.•·. t.·. • .·,.•.t.·.:.!,·o.1°
..
-i>la-W~ yyg Ullij;i
.
;:.;-,:;i!~,,,:,:~rj,,.r
nea Law, Imoduction to Legal Assist-.

gross
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:The.University Chronicle
A Chronology of the 1993 NE!gotiations =::::::::==;::;
. March ~~une: Admioistr.ltjon; SEA. and Board ofTrus~.take~ in. Relationsh1p_s By ObJectJves (RBO) workshops held by the Federal MedianooService 10 order to
establish lines of communications.
March 20 1993: Bill Hanlon, SEA President speaks to Board of Trustees about
opening direct hoes of communication with them. He expresses hope that solution can be
attained about the 1993 contract, but does state that there are pro61ems on the horizon.
Hanlon states that SEA wants direct line of communications established with the Board
ofTrustees.
.
May 11, 1993: Former Student Senate President and SSU graduate
challenges student leaders to be active and not to take sides between the University
and the SEA.
..
·
May 18, 1993: Current Student Senate President Joe Harris
responds to letter issued by Ross. States that the that Student Senate will keep the
student body informed about negotiations.
End of June: Fonnal negotJations between the University and SEA begin. Media
blackout established by both sides.
_
University informs the SEA that the University's last and final offer will be issued
August 31 and negotiations will be terminated.
.
Jl_l)Y, 1, 1993: The Universily Chronicle begins pthering iof~tion about~
negonanons.
July 1993: Hanlon steps down as SEA President due to health problems; VicePresident Dr. Jeff Bauer succeeds him as SEA President.
·
July 25, 1.993: Harris tells The Chronicle that the Senate is rcsea(Ching information
on students' questions about the strike.
Jul), 27, 1993: The University Chronicle announces that newspaper will oot hooor the
media 61ackout past August 2.
August2, 1993: TheSEA ioitiatesim_passewith the University. The University agrees
with the SEA initiative and a federaf mediator is scheduled to .advise parties in
.negotiations.
The U.niversity Chronicle prints information it had obtained from reliable sources
withi~ SEA on the purposec! contract University sources supplied oo information on

tile

nego-1:~iversity fonnally does not i:espoo4 to. the material printed other than
information should oot have been leaked.
/
August 3 1993: Media blackout officially ends.
August 10, 1993: Student SenatorTim Maxey, Cbairofthe Internal Academic Affairs
C-ommittee, presents c~y of student ~ n s to Harris at Student Senate meeting.
. Aug~ 13.199,~: Bauer addresses ibeSS_U BoardofTrustees. Heasksthattheyalong
with Dr. Chve Vert mtercede t(? p~t a stnke; The Bou.d
that Bauer should D!)t
haw approached them, butsub,JCCts discussed at the meetmg snould be expressed only m
.the lleg($ting table.
· Board members ·chastise Bauet for • ~ . material to leak· in 17,, U11ivmily
Chronicle ftom the SEA. Bauer resoonds 10 t h e ~ of "bad faith'' bamaioing
issue4 by the Board by stating that fie (8QD0C keep over 120 members ofthe SEA from

sl>C8:kmg.

·

.ating
•. ·

·· Bauer wants to see adirect tine ofeonnnunation .betvleeQ the Board, other than
-.r ythrough the Unimity's
1t.!11D that represents -~ Boanhnd the
~ug~ 17, 1993: E a r l ~ - ~ the Federal M~an4 Concilia;tion
Service amves at SSU for the first meenng between the
. Uri1vemty· and SEA smce

declaration of·
..
··
· August 17~eetings with Leonhardt continues.
August 23, 1993: Universityrearmo~ to t!Je SEA that ~otajions are slated to
end August 31, where the final~ will be given by the Umvers1ty.
August 27, 1993: SEAmembers organize avigil outside the President's C.Onference
Room where negotiations are going on.This isio order to show support fortheir bargaining
team and hopes to continue negottations past August 31.
August 31, 1993: The SEA's contract with the University terminates;
Negotiations between faculty union and University ends.
September 7, 1993: DeborabA. Waterman, SEA negotiator and Assistant Professor
of Legal Assisting, resigns from institution.
. September 10 1993: _The SEA discussed and vot~on the contract prooosal between
the Umvers1ty aixf the union. The faculty overwhelmmgly turned downed the proposal.
. Bauer again call for the resumption of negotiations.
·
September 13, 1993: The SSU Board of Trustees declare Ultimate lmPa5:SC. Board
issues letter ioforminR SEA of decisio~ Board Chair Thomas Winters states that this is
in the best interest ofthe University, students, and the citizens ofOhio. ·
September 14, 1993: The SEA ~nds by calling the Board "reckless" because
implemented its last and final offer. SEA continue to ask for negotiations to resume.
September 161 1~3: A.L. Addingt()n, SSU Provost1 issues a letter to faculty that
states that the facility 1s "expected to fulfill" the Umvers1ty's last and final offer.
.
September, 17, 1993: Student Senator Mindee Akins brings resolutions before the
Senate to help insure student's rights ifa full strike should develop. The Senate passes the
three resolutJons.
The resolutions include finding out what policy ~xists at the University it their was
a work stoppage and /or Fall Quarter canceled.
~pte~ber 20, 1993: The membership oftbe SEA vote "overwhelmingly" to initiate
a partial stnke.
·
·
,
·
Akins delivers E-Mail messages to the Financial Aid, the Athletic Office, the Bursar's
Office, and Registrar's Office concerning questions concerning student rights.
September 23, 1993: Leonhart calls 6oth groups ·back to the table to clarify the
University's last and final offer. The meeting is scheduled at 3:30pm Monday.
~ptember 24.i_ 1993: Akin$ ~ives _answer from the U~iversity conceriling her
9.ueshons from Dr. t'aul Crabtree,Vtee~PresidentofStudentAfTatrs. Crabtreeexplai~that
liewo~beunablctoexplainthepoliciesextensivelyduetheCollectiveBargaiiiingLaws
of0h10.
·
·
· ·
Se__ptember ~7, 1~3: Classes f~ Fall Quarter begin. .
·
SEA and Umvers1ty meet to clanfy la$t and final offer.
.
ex ~~ber
='1les an informational forum for • t s to
. . pk~obe.r
The SEA is stbedtded tQ begin a partial strike, whicb wiQ mclude
·PIC etiog.

Pm:

J.___N_e_g_o_t_ia_t_i_o_n_s_1_9_9_3-JI

The University Chronide in order to k_eep the students i11formed :abqut' events that bas
ttanspfred since Spdng Quarter we have printed a summary of negotiations thus far.
On March 19,April I and 2,andJune
2, 1993, members ofthe Board ofTrustees, the SEA, and the SSU administration
attended Relationships by Objectives
workshops held by the Federal Mediation
Servi~. The pW'))OSC of the woocshops
was to help discuss the problems associated with bargaining between the parties,
and deaease the likelihood of a strike in
the upcoming negotiations.
Ata.March20, 1993BoardoITrustees
meeting. then SEA President Bill Hanlon
spoke to the Board oITrustees, saying that
the SEA felt abandooed by the Board and
that the "cards were stacked against us
[SEA). Hanlon said, "We [SEA] feel that
the Board oITrustcesare lining up with the
administration. "
On May 11, 1993, in a letter addressed
to the 1993-1994 Student Senate and student leaders. fonner Student Senate President Shane Ross warned about how the
University community has been ill-prepared to handle conlract negotiations in
the past. Mr. Ross spelled out five steps
that must be taken to prepare the students
for the possible implications of these negotiations, a faculty strike.
Current Student Senate President Joe
Harris responded to the letter by saying.
" .. .Mr. Ross has suggested several legitimate plans for negotiations that begin this
summer." At Board ofTrustees meeting.
when Harris was asked to respond'to the
letter, he said that a fonner student senate
member, now in Mansfield, Ohio would
not run for the 1993-94 Student Senate.
In June, fonnal negotiations between
the SEA and Administration began and
as negotiations continued throughout
the summer, a mutually-agreed media
blackout was enforced and little information was distributed to the University
Community until the blackout was to
expire on August 3, 1993.
In July 1993 Bill Hanlon resigned as
SEA President, stating that health problemspreventedhimftomdealingwiththe
stress of negotiatiom. Jeff Bauer, Associate ProfessorofGeology,succeededHanIon as SEA President.
The University administration chose a
negotiating team including Sue Porter,
Esq., SSU Attorney; Jim Kadel, Dean of
Health Sciences; Dennis Travis, Dean of
Arts and Sciences; and Scott Come, Associate Provost of Academic Affairs.
Representing the SEA in the negotiations were JetTBauer, SEA President; Bill
Penn, Associate Professor ofCADD; Deborah Watennan, Esq., Assistant Professor of Legal Assisting; and T(lll Carnevale, Department Chair of Mathematics.

On Monday, August 2, the process to
call in a federal mediator to arbitrate the
negotiations began. An impasse was de-

clared by the SEA.
An wmamed source from within the
SEA began to release information about
the University proposal to The University
Chronide.
According to the soorce the University
was asking faculty to increase their
woddoads from 36 to 44 contract hours,

pay their own insurance premimtS, and
On llunday, September 9, the SEA
freeze faculty salaries for one year with a convened at the International Brothertwo pen:ent (2%) increase in the second hood ofElectrical Workers Local 575 and
voted on the university• s "final offer."
and third year.
Bauer said that the three major issues They voted ("overwhelmingly" in the .
are woddoad, salary and health insurance. words of one faculty member) to reject the
Accordingtoanwwmedsourcethehealth proposal. Exact vote tallies were not reinsurance issue was mainly responsible vealed.At 7:iS that evening, The Chronicle
for the 1990 strike and remains a major received an E-Mail message ftom the
issue in the negotiations.
President's office which stated that they
OnAugust 13,newSEAPresidentJetT were "disappoimed."
Bauer spoke before the Board ofTrustees
Bauer says negotiations should conasking the Board to inteJcede in the nego- tinue "if for no other reason than for
tiatiom to bring about an amicable con- clarification. ..
tract agreement. The Board refused, sayLater, an SEA source revealed that the
ing the Bauer's request was inappropriate. "final offer" would have increased fac.
Bauer also told the Board the SSU Presi- ulty wmdoad by 11. l percent. Adminisdent Clive Veri had also refused to assist tration wished to pay only partial payment
the SEA in successfully negotiating the for summer teaching, said the source, efcontract.
fectively reducing pay by forty percent for
After being stalled for more than two the swnmer quarter.
On September 13, a Mooday, the SSU
weeks, negotiations began again on August 17, when F.arl Leonhardt of the Fed- Board ofTrustees' Executive Ccmmittee
eral Mediation and Conciliation Service voted unanimously to declare ultimate
arrived to arbitrate bargaining process. impasse. Winters stated that, in the past,
On August 23 the SEA annowx:ed negotiating had led to strikes.
that the University would present it's
Faculty stated that areas of the written
final proposal on August 31, and the on contract varied ftom the verbal contract
further negotiations would be schedearlier.
.
Vice-President for Student Affairs Dr.
uled. Bauer responded by saying, "I
Paul Cmbln,e spoke at the meeting. He
think we are in trouble now."
On August 27, the SEA organi:zed a annourr.ed that enrollment was still down
vigil outside of the President's Confer- and might be down 432 students for fall
ence Room. where negotiations have quarter.
been held. Students, faculty and other
supporters came to ask for continued
negotiations after the August 31 deadECKANKAR
line.
Do you know where you go
At 12:00 a.m. on September I, the
labor contract between the SEA and I every night when you journey
Into your dream worlds?
SSU expired. At 4:00 a.m. that morning,
For a free brochure on
members of the SEA and SSU adminisECKANKAR • Religion of the
tration were still inside the Presidents
Ught and Sound of God
Conference Room, where negotiations
call 1-800-762-7685
had been going on since 4 :00 p.m. on the
31st.
.--------------------------.

Philosophy 400: Capitalism. ·• Socialism;
and Dernocracy
Fal Qtrar::ter 1993 M/W: 2-4pm

Dr. Kendal ~Andrade

If tbere~s nothing 'but capitalism le~ lo the world, still can we ask
which version is best for us. Now thafwe do not have to worry about the
threat of communism, we can take •· more careful lo_o k at some of the
problems associated with many brands of capitalism and ask whether
they are really essential parts of the system. One~ lwant to explore
in detail is the Dature of contemporary American advertising and ·bow
well it fits into the theory of capitalism.- Abo- its Implications for
democracy.
·
·
Are democracy and capitalism compatible? Some have argued that
democracy should be strictly limited. by market•. Alternatively, friends
of democracy have tried to push it into the workplace also.
. . Many pay at least lip service toll stakeholder ld~;.we'lllookatwhat .
a fullydeveloped stakeholder, and 'astakeholder economy, would look
like, paying more 11ttentlo1J t~ situations o(J..U,., than Is conim~_ialy
done.
··
·
··
·

tile

~. kin$. I~
.c ougc; bilye aJ1ot~r Hfe as parts of iny book
.-fdverlifili( •4 Olpi~Hs,,,..~thy~ur help qd II Uttle luck I wllf ftnlsb
of it dur( the .-arter~ ·
·· •
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The UniversityChronicle
Strike continued from page
Another faculty member Dr. Jerry
Walke, Professor of Psychology, stated
that he would be available to students
when they needed him, regardless of
what the University or the SEA told
him. He told a group ofstudents "This is
your school, you are the people that our
bills, you pay my salary, you pay to keep
the roofover my head. I'm a hired academic gun." He added that in the first
universities students hired and fired the
faculty. Walke stated; "Students hired
the professors and payed them however
they could."
Negotiations concluded August 31.
The University's negotiating team had
prepared to negotiate until that deadline
at which time the University would submititslastandfinalcontractproposalto
the union.

·..· • · , . .

'··.·. ··.··
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The SEA represents approximately
120 full-time faculty members. Adjunct
faculty, or part-time faculty, are not
represented by the faculty union.
Toe SEA and the University have
both stated that they expect very little
disruption in services to students if the
faculty do fulfill their intention to picket.
Hov.ever, the University is displeased
with the SEA 's decisionnottoacceptits
final contract offer. Tom Winters, Chair
of the Board of Trustees, stated, "We
are again disappointed in the SEA 's
decision to noi accept the Board's last
and final offer. We are pleased, however, that the union is as interested as the
Board in meeting the needs of our students as a first priority."
He added, "The Board's infonnal
understanding is that there are cenain

.--------------.
Offer from pag~.·I Health Fair to be held

issues in its last and final offer that need
to be clarified for the SEA. Our negotiating team is willing to meet with theirs
to provide that clarification."
Toe SEA members have delayed
their action to allow the University IO
days notification on the partial walkout. The partial work stoppage will start
October I. The waiting period is required by Jaw.
The University has stated that the
faculty must accept their last and final
offer, since the declaration of Ultimate
Impasse was made at the September 13
meeting of the SSU Board of Trustees.
Ultimate Impasse, according to the
University's Chief Negotiator and Attomey Sue Porter, " ...is a legal term
which defines a state in negotiations
when the employer presents its last and

final offer and the union has rejected
that offer. It is at that point the employer
has the opportunity to implement its last
and final offer." The SEA overwhelmingly rejected the proposal Thursday,
September 9.
In a University memorandwn dated
September 16, A.L. Addington, SSU
Provost, wrote to the full-time faculty of
the University (see page 2 for letter)
·stating that they [the University) will
comply with terms of the Last and Final
Offer. Toe -letter stated, "The Purpose
of this letter is to advise you that the
University has decided to implement its
last and final offer and is planning for
classes to start in accordance with the
institution's published academic calendar, and the faculty are expected to
fulfill the workload obligations set forth

in the last~d final offer including teaching 40 credit hours in an academic year
with no more than 16 credit hours a
quarter and scheduling six office hours
a week over a four-day period for Fall
Quarter beginning September 27, 1993."
Currently, bothsideshave petitioned
State Employment ·Relations Board
(SERB),chargingunfairlaborpractices.
Bauer told The Chronicle, "We [SEA]
have the University for Unfair Labor
Practices (ULP) for failure to bargain
before ultimate impasse." The University has filed a counter claim of failure
to bargain. Bauer told The Chronicle
that he does not expect a decision from
the State agency in the near future. He
feels that the problem will be concluded
bythetimetheULPchargesareheard
~Y either side .

..

to fintber discus., .the .language oflh: University's last 800 final offer.
Toe SEA is CUl'IUltly planning to oold a.
-studeol-fonnn at nooo in the Massie Auditorium. Toe .bufm Jllll1)n'ie according to Dr.
Larry Looney, SEA'saltematenegotiatcx'and
Amstant Ptofessor of Physics, is to iofonn
5'lldeuls ciftbei SEA's position 800 to have
recotM:Oe.today

·students to uselheircomumerpower~•· bolb parties to negotiate a f'fajr and
ecp1ablecootract...
.

Umey~1heelumide, ''W"areoot
WilliingSIUdents to advocate focthefacultf s.

·.

.~d,i,Board'spositionJts an ()JlpO®nity to
••JMisiudentsfurmallyouranalysisofwlllt~

•·bapt!eoed,,

Toe forum will conmstofmembersofthe
SEAexplainingtheirpositionsandanoppor.
blity for the public to ask questions, ·

Russians continued
froril page Ii

t:hllt, no matter the outcome of this

event, the University would receive status. to isme J~ I visas to prevent this from
happening in .the future. According to
Bankey, this will be only the first ofmany
exchanges that Veri wants to schedule for
the upcoming years. Bankey stated, ''He
[Veri]felttherewouldbemoreel(Cbanges
in the future.,.
..
.. . Bankey added about the situation,
"The p-oblem is the distance ofthe•communkations.''Bankeywasunabletostate
whethertheRussianinstructorwouldreach
SSU dwing Fall Quarter. He stated, "1
don'tlmowrealisticallyifwearegoingto
have her here for Fall Quarter." He suggested that, ifthe arrangements could not
be made for Fall Quarter, SSU would try
for the following .quarter. Currently,
Kalinina is scheduled to teach two classes
in the Fall Quarter. Kalinina will offer
Russian Hist<XY and Literature from 4 to
6 Tuesdays and Tu.rsdays. A1sQ <ln the
same days, she is scheduled to teach
Russian Language 6 to 9.
.. .
. In Spring Quarter a group of three
SSU students will be selected, along with
a faculty member, to visit and stay there
for that quarter.
The program is a result oftlleAgree~
mentofCooperationwhicb was signed in
April 1992 between Shawnee State University and NNSU. For both sets.ofstudents, approximately 20-35 percent of
their time will be spent learning and expe_.;.;in'-"12....the=ir;;..;h;.;;.;ost;.;;;...;na=tion='s~cul;.:;;···;.;;.;ture=·---1

._nenc....;·

Shawnee State University and the Sootbem
Ohio Medical Center are teMning up again to
pesent the Be.ar Care Health Fair, an activity of
1h: Southern Ohio Health O>uocil, aCO!Lfftiwn
ofthe two groups.
As in the five preceding yem, the fair will
bring to campus health care providers and others
with health as their focus to share ioformatioo,
present ~ . and providoo activities that
promote good health amJDg SSU students and
the members of the broader coommity.
Toefair,tobebeldonOctober 13,fioo.t 10:00
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. at the University Center, will
have Sires., Roouction asa special focus.A Sires.,
Management Seminar will beheld at the MicJcb.
thwaite Banquet Hall from I0:00 a.m. to 12:00
p.m. and special vidooson stress will precede and
follow the ~ces.
Presenters will be Dr. Michael Hughes, licemed clinical counselor and member of the
ShawoeeStateCounselingand~tCenter, mi Dr. Robert Lawson. Directorofeontim-

~:!~r

1

~
stress and coping mechanisms to help deal with
stress.
Booths highlighting various health topics
will ring the University Center's Micklethwaite
Lounge. Presenters will includeHospiceof'Soothem Ohio, The Breast Center, Diabetes Care
Center, Smoke Stq>pers. all of Southern Ohio
Medical Center; Women's Health Clinic, Well
Olild Clinic, HIV-AIDS Education and Testing
Center of the Portsmouth City Health Department;REACH-F.arlylnterveotionProgram;Arthritis Foundation; Lifeline of Ohio Organ Procurement; Scioto County O>unseling Center;
TaskForceonDomestic Violeoce,ScioloCounty
Tuberculosis and Respiratory Health Asmciatioo;SciotoCounty WIC Program;andlh:Grow
mi Medical Laboratory Tecboology Progr.um
form SSU. These groups will offer a blood sugar
test, cholesterol screening, a heart health check
mi mamograms. Plearecall the Breast Center at
354-LADY to make an appointment for a
mamogram.
New this year will be "Dancio' Countty
Style" offered by Freda Cay of the Soothem
Ohio Medical Center. Freda, an R.N., will emplwii.e the cardiovascular benefits of this fun
waytomaintaingoodhealth.Alsoofferedwillbe
thetraditionalone-milewalk,sandlotwlleyball,
obstacle course and other fitness events.
TheBe.arCareHealthFairisq,en toall, but
Shawnee State students are particularlyeocouraged to attend.
Formoreiofonnation,cootactDickHoward
at SSU at (614) 355-2259 or Grace Martin at
Sootbem Ohio Medical C,enter at (614) 3545000.
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BOOKSTORE
THURS, OCT 21
9:00. - 5:00
FRI, OCT 22
9:00 - 2:00
HARDBOUND OR PAPER
We Buy All Books Having National
Resale Value ·
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Demjanjuk returns
to the U.S.

(SEVEN HILLS, Ohio) Last
Wednesday morning John Demjanjuk
returned to the United States after being
acquitted in Israel on charges of being
the notorious Nazi war criminal "Ivan
the Terrible". Demjanjuk, 73, spent seven
years in an Israeli prison before being
acquitted of the charges.
Demjanjuk has received numerous
death threats since the Israeli Supreme
Court overturned a lower court ruling on
July 29 that condemned the retired auto
worker to death. 1be Court received
new evidence from the archives of the
former Soviet Union that Ivan
Marchenko was the guard that con~mned 850,000 people to death at the
Nazi concentration camp at Treblinka
between 1942 and 194 3, not Demjanjuk.
'However, the Court did conclude that
Demjanjuk had served as a guard at
:Sobibor, the Polish death camp where
250,000 Jews died, but not at Treblinka.
The Court decided not to pursue the
case.
Demjanjuk continues to protest his
innocence of any war crimes during
World War II. Representative James
Traficant of Ohio has fought to restore
Demjanjuk's freedom and American
citizenship. Traficant stated, "He
wanted to come back and fight for his
citizenship." He added, "I do not believe he had anything to do with any
Nazi activities.''
Demjanjuk is currently waiting for a
hearing in Cincinnati that will establish
if he was properly stripped of citii.enship due to lying in 1981 about his
identity and history. Demjanjak was
extradited to Israel in 1986. According
to Russian immigrant records he lied on
immigration papers to prevent his return to the Soviet Union under the rule of
Stalin. He claims that the documents
were not changed to hide a Nazi past.
Jewish groups have reacted across
the United States to prevent Demjanjuk
from pennanently residing in the country. Rabbi Avi Weiss, president of Coalition for Jewish Concern stated, "This
man is not a hero. This man is a Nazi."
The group organized demonstrations in
which members wore black and white
shirts and a yellow six pointed star labeled "Jude". This was the marking
Jewish prisoners wore in Nazi concentration camps.
A resident ofPanna and a World war
II veteran stated, "I'm one of the liberators oIDachau. 'lbere was just the stench
of death about the place .. .l don't want
the man here to enjoy the freedoms that
we have."

Astronomers claim
to have discovered
dark matter

(UnitedStates) Forover50 years the
scientific community has postulatea lhat
the universe is made up of 90 percent
"darlc matter". "Dark matter" is bes

lieved to be a heavy and invisible form
of matter that would explain why galaxies weigh as much as 10 times what it
appears they should.
LastMonday,ajointAmerican-Australian scientific research team reported
independently ofeach other on observalions of the first proof that dark matter
exists. ThisoccurredjustbeforeaFrench
team made the same observation. They
claim that the majority of the heavy
matter is located in Massive Compact
Halo Objects (MACHOs). These objects include dim or stillborn stars.

Russi an
president
attempts tO
h o Id control

and the state-controlled media have offered their support to Yeltsin. Political
loyalty from those institutions rests on
the fact that Yeltsin placed many appointees in ranking positions. According to a Danish poll released last Thursday, 84 percent of Russians believe that
Yeltsin should remain president and only
16 percent side with the Russian parliament. Also 52 percent of the Russian
populace surveyed agreed with Yeltsin's
move against Parliament.
YeltsintoldMuscoviteslastWednesday, "We would not like and do not

stan who was proclaimed Russian President by the Supreme Soviet. Rutskoi is
expectedtousehismilitaryconnectionsto
support his anempt.
Furthermore, Russia's Parliament
Speaker Ruslan Khasbulatov has called
for a nationwide strike against Yeltsin's
policy. Russian parliament deputy Volkov
Stanislav stated, "It's time to stand up for
what is right and say 'Bye-bye Yeltsin.'
He is a former president."
Parliament deputy Georgy Smolsky
stated, "In America, if you violated the
Coostitutionthey[Americanpeople]would
be angry. That's what we are
doing.butprobablywoo'tsuc-

c:eed."

Separatist
group fights for

independence

(MOSCOW) Russian

President Boris Yeltsin currently seems in control of
his nation. Tuesday, Yeltsin
seized dictatorial control of
Russia to eliminate the 18
month power struggle between himself and the conservative Russian Parliament. Russia's Supreme Soviet (Council) was dominated largely by members
of the Communist Party. Yeltsin, as a
temporary measure, dissolved parliament until new elections could be held
December 11. Presidential elections will
be held two years early according to
Yeltsin's wishes.
The Russian parliament has not yet
been able to react to Yeltsin's measure
due to the lack of a quorum. Approximately 600 members were present for
the most recent meeting: however 689
of the 1,040 members of the Supreme
Soviet are needed for quorum. Conservative members of parliament want to
bring a resolution before the full body to
remove Yeltsin from power. Currently,
there are approximately 150 members
of the Supreme Soviet that refuse to
leave the parliament building. Yeltsin
has no means other than force to prevent
the parliament from convening.
However, militants supporting the
Supreme SQviet attempted to storm the
Moscow headquarters of the Commonwealth of Independent States's (CIS)
military command. According to Moscow police the gunmen failed to take the
complex,howevertwopoliceofferswere
wounded in the gunfight.
On the morning of September 24,
Yeltsin ordered the guards protecting
the Parliament Building to disarm according to Reuters News Agency. The
order stated. '''lbe interior ministry and
defense ministry are ordered to urgently
undertake measures to confiscate weapons."
Yeltsin's spokesman stated, "Dangerous weapons are being appropriated
by extremists, homeless, and mentally
unstable people and criminals."
Also, Yeltsin closed the parliament's
public newspaper and voided the lawmakers' diplomatic passports.
Public support in areas surrounding
Moscow seems favorable to the Russian
leader. Furthermore, the military, KGB,

,

from Georgia

China

of

continuing nuclear
•
testing

(LONDON) Satellite photographs
taken of Chinese territory conclusively
show that the Chinese government, according to London University expert
Vipin Gupta, was preparing over a year
ago to detonate several nuclear devices.
Gupta, predicted the two 1992 nuclear
tests.
According to the United States govemment, China is prepared for another
nuclear test. If the test is above ground
it will be the first test this year. The
Clinton administration has appealed to
the Chinese government not to carry
throughwiththetest.'lbeChinesestated
that they have "taken note" of the
appeal.Ifthe test is held it could threaten
the United States' I 5-month moratorium on nuclear testing.
Sources: Associated Press. Cincinnati Enquirer, Cox News Service, USA.

(TBILISI, Georgia)
Thurday, September 24
Abkhazian separatist attacked ,...:.Tod=a:u.:M~ew:;..::...:.:Yo~".::,k.:.1i.:::ime=:s,~a:.::n::.d.::C:!..:'N.~N:.:..--.

:C~~S:S:~~/~'::.

1be plane was attacked on the
ground while refugees were
attemptina to to board it to

intend to use any force. We want everything to go peaceably, without blood"
However, areas outside his centralized command in Moscow have given a
less favorable reaction to Yeltsin 'smove.
Many of these groups, spread throughout Russia's remote territories, contain
members of the Communist Party that
still hold high ranking city positions.
Russia territory covers 11 time zones.
According to Yeltsin's new first deputy
premier Yegar Gaider groups ofgovernmental officials will arrive in these areas of opposition and undennine any
opposition. However, Yeltsin clearly
stated that the central government would
shut down any local councils that do not
heed his call for new elections.
Yeltsin 's opposition is likely to receive support from the 30 percent of
Russian populace that are currently unemployed. Also, support can be generated from mid-level officers in the Russian army that are in danger losing their
livelihood, due to Yeltsin 's downsizing
of the military. According to Russian
pollsters, at least 20 percent of the population who "highly dissatisfied" with
Yeltsin.
Currently, the Russian ruble is at its
all-time low against the American dollar. One American dollar equals 1,299
rubles insent exchange rates.
The conservatives want to establish a
more nationalistic foreign policy, aid state
industriesratherthanconvertingtoprivate
owners,andslowthecapitalistictransition
in the fonner Communist state. The reforms that Yeltsin are promoting are causing mass unemployment and have raised
prices 2,000 percent
The opposition, led by former VicePresident Alexander Rutskoi, has established a shadow government that will attempt to seize power in the da~ to come.
Rutskoi is a former Air Force general and
Russian hero in the invasion of Afghani-

--e

Georgia~VC:

N~ws Briefs_..................
;: ~iartaid :arn>trl~ed.

(WASlllNGTON) 1be .Clinton a&
ministrationllDllCltlOOed lastMonda that

re~:.ns!!:i it.~ ~motniiliontoiieip~
individual were reporting killed.
•la~~ Palestiiiian l.'lCODOllly. Lasfweet •
Wednesday, separatist rebels shot ~· ~ i a o Libenuion Qi;ganizafi!ln
and lsiael signed a peace acciml that will •

tween

~=:v:nf':c~ .anow~autondmy m

the Gau

TU-154jetwasshotdownasitapproached · Sttip
Bankcityof'Jerichoi
Sukhumi, which is located on the Black 1beUnitedState$bQpestnoremoneywill
.
.by other Western and
. Mi'ddle
Sea and is the last Georgian area ofcontrol be. added
in. the region of Abkhazia. 1be plane had
natiom: Seactaty of State.Wat.~
becoming from the Georgian capital of renOuistopherstated, "Justasthelfui~
Tbilisi.
Statesorgani7.eda~fulintemational
Approximately 80 people were killed coaliti~ to wage war in the Gwf[against
in the attack. However, at least 26 passen- Iraq], now organize a new coalition.a
gers escaped from the wreckage before it coalition to breathe life into the Israeliexploded after the craft crashed in the city Palestinian declaration of principles."
ofSulqrumi. It is currently unknown how
pilot
many people were on the plane, however
thecraftcouldholdasmanyas 180passento
gers. According to Georgian officials the
(Washington) A Cuban Air FOl'<:.C
plane was carrying humanitarian aid.
pHot
his MiG-23 fighter jet at the
The day before, a TU-134 jetliner was us. naval base in Guantanamo Bay on
shot down over the Black Sea. Twenty- TJiursday. September 23. Last week, an;.
eight passengers died in that attack.
other ..:1ot. landed his MiG-21 in Aorida
Rebels demanding Abkhazian inde- and also
I'""
asked for asylum.
pendeoce from Georgia have lal.llChed a
massive offensive against the city of
. ·. U ~clUcllCOUOO
Sukhwni. The rebel forces have pl.Nled to
in Soud,Africa
the city's outskirts, but have been halted
by the Georgian military.
(CAPETOWN, Solllh AfriCII) On
The govemrnent ofGeorgia is led by ~ . September 24, the SouthAfri~ ·
former Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard .canParliamentvotedtoestablishthe~
Shevardnadze who has claimed that .sitional Bxecuti\ie CoUllcil. The body is
progress Is being made in linking the comprised of representatives from the 26
besieged city of Sukhwni with the rest of nrulti-racial parties that~ ;i Ids ll.l
Georgia. According to the chief ofstaffof emapartbeid.hwillwatdlOYerlhe~
the Georgian government Vhaja Ullil 1he lllllmlDI to a lllllti-racial goveming
Lortkipanidl.e, "The situation in Sukhwni bodyis~Thegioopwill be indlarge ·
is improving... our f<rces are advancing." ofmi:rgingthecomry'ssecurity foox:s,aswell
However, Abkhazian rebels have also as~sd:leddedf~Apil27.ltal'lllathe ·
claimed that they have made progress into ability to veto decisicm (11 inae&'led .use of
the city. Many Georgians believe that
persmel in blade~ aloog
Russian forces are aiding the rebels, even with other limited veto powers.
·.
though Russia has claimed neutrality in
The Amcail .Nali:ml
bailed die
the conflict.
UXM:asthebeginrqofaDlll1Hacialpolilical ·
Thus far there have been over 2,0U0 hmy.HciweYer,wtiteex1remislsaredeclaring
casualties in the year long struggle.
it as the 6qt soot in Ill! iq,eming ciw ww.
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Another Cuban
defects U.S.
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Freshman retention program planned by Fall Quarter 1994 ========;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

SSU attempts number of continuing upper division students

By Anne Hackman
uc Senior Copy Editor
Freshmen or first-year students are
historically resistant to becoming sophomores at Shawnee State University. In
seeking a solution to an obvious and
critical problem, the establislunent of a
Center for Freshmen Studies is being
proposed to counteract this trend and
keep students enrolled in clas$es until
graduation.
According to University President
Clive Veri, "The purpose of such a
center is to reduce attrition. It is a cruel
hoax not to do everything that can be
done to slow down the revolving door
[of'. student entry· and departure) and
continue to provide the opportunities
afforded by SSU's open admission
policy."
He continued, "This University, situated in the middle of Appalachia, provides a unique opportunity for the previously unmotivated to im:rease the quality of life."
But dropping out of the educational
system can, in many cases, cause further
problems.
Veri cited the students who arrange
student loans to attend classes, but fail
to complete a course of study. 1bese
. fonner students are· not prepared to acquire a job which will allow repayment
of the loans, forcing them into default,
and a debt which is unlikely to be repaid.
According to Veri, retention figures
for freshman students are "dismal and
sobering." In his State ofthe University
address in May 1993, Veri reported on
the status of the University at that point
and on issues which would affect its
future. A major issue was the lack ofan
effective program at the University to
retain students.
Describing the problem, Veri said
that of2200 members of a typical fresh-

man class, 1200 are full-time degreeseeking students (part-time and casual
students are excluded from the figures).
Of these 1200 students, approximately
600 are responsibly served by the JOBS
program under the direction of Suzanne
Shelpman (see related article). The
remaining 600-plus are left to fend for
themselves, often inadequately as the
large departure rate indicates.
The proposed Center for Freshmen
Studies is the product of an informal
committee which has been meeting for
the past two years. Recognizing the
urgent need for such a facility, a more
organized structure, described by Veri
as "an enroliment triage committee,
emerged in May 1993. The original
committee expanded to include department heads, program directors, and faculty and administration members involved in crucial areas of University/
student relations.
Present plans call for the Center to
be fully operational in Fall 1994. The
precise location has not been determined.
Hours ofoperation for the Center will be
flexible, to correspond to the needs of
the students.
Staffmembers will be specially educated to deal with problems confronting
new enrollees. All freshman academic
advising will occur within the Center,
with an emphasis on making advising a
practical, personal experience. The current advising fonnat would change to
more aggressive, intrusive method, in
which resolution of problems occurs
before they can escalate into a potential
departure situation.
The Center's personnel will also be
trained to deal with problems particular
to SSU. As a small, non-residential
university, traditional methods used in
forestalling departures are less viable.

program will be conducted by the Center throughout the freshman year. Evaluation of the resulting data will allow the
University to identify students who are
potentially at risk as dropouts and to
employ intervention techniques to prevent departure.
An extension of retention efforts to
second-year students has been proposed
by Dr. Jerry Holt, Department Chair,
Arts/Humanities. According to Holt,
"a significant number of students have
difficulty discerning the purpose of the
(General Education) Core. It is commonly perceived negatively, and positive effort is needed to generate greater
enthusiasm for the program."
Holt has prepared a proposal to establish a course for students preparing to
enter the "ideas" portion of the Core.
In a one-hour credit class, students would
be introduced to the upper level classes
required for every four-year degree.
Various projects and assignments
would emphasize the value of the Core
in fulfilling the students' educational
goals. Holt stressed that this was
simply a preliminary proposal aimed
at improving retention and is subject
to further input and revision prior to
any formal implementation.
A fonnal "Proposal to Establish
the Center for Freshman Studies'' is in
the process of being written in anticissu.
pation of submission in October to the
Midkiff said that no program can
University Senate through the Execu- .
Tully prepare the student for the "real
tive Committee. The proposal will be
thing", but the revamped orientation
passed on to the Student Affairs and
Academic Affairs Committees for de,
program is a start on •'breaking down
liberation and review prior to a recomthe barriers to effective education, by
mendation to and a vote by the full
informing students that help is availUniversity Senate.
able to resolve difficult college experiUntil the Center is open for business,
ences, particularly during the critical
first-year period."
the new Student Ombudsperson Office
Further, an intensive assessment · (see related article) will be in operation

Jim Hannah, a sophoimre majoring in
English at Shawnee Staae University, bu been
appoinled by Governor George Voinovicb to
serve as student trustee on the boanlofShawnee
Slate University. He will serve a~year term
as a ~voting member.

Hannahsaidthatheoopestomeetregularly
witbstudeotstoget theirperspectiveoo im)l(X'laDti~. Inordertofacililaletbisgoal,heand
RebeccaGreen,theboanl's<Xherstweotrustee,
will be keeping regular office oours when
students can go to them to express coocems.

SaidHamab: ''I bJpetohelpmakeShawooe
Correction
Slate the stroogest academically that it can be.
That way we can establish a reputation as an
In the August 24, 1993 edition of
open enrollment institution that produces
higbpy]~lbl,higbly-educatedgradiates\\b:l The University Chronicle appeared the
story "The. Timber Rattlesnake, will .it .
are in demand by employers."
join the list of extinct animals." which
was written by SSU Student Janet
report entitled ''Summary ofFindings and DiNardo.1be Editor's Note thataccom•
Recommendations" was received. 1be panied the story stated that DiNardo had
depository was found to be in full compli- assisted Doug Wynn, researcher, in the
ance in all areas including Collection De- fie1d~ The tenn should have appeared
velopment, Bibliographic Contro~ Main- cooperated, since assisted denotes protenance ofCollection, Human Resources, fessional expertise. DiNardo has coopFacilities, Public Service, and Coopera- erated with Wynn along with over 25
tive Efforts. Major strengths of the horary other individuals to protect the Timber
included "enthusiastic staff, staff skills, Rattlesnake and educate its human ad- ·
attractive new library.and impressivecata- versaries.
loguing and OlllOLINK efforts." ·
- - - - - - - - - - ·-----

The majority ofSSU students are nontraditional (under 18 or over 25) and
most are the first generation of their
family to attend college. These are
recognized "risk factors" which, when
acknowledged and addressed can usually be overcome with special guidance and counseling procedures which
will be incorporated into the new Center.
Another risk factor identified in
departure research is the lack of academic and/or social integration into
the system. If a student feels that the
institution has not made a sincere commitment to his or her success, that
student is less likely to form a reciprocal commitment to the University. Such
a student is therefore considered "at
risk" not only to withdraw from the
University, but to abandon higher education altogether. The retention program will emphasize the University's
commitment to student needs.
Another element of the program is
directed at turning "applicants" into
"enrollees." According to Registrar
Steve Midkiff, the current orientation
process will be modified and possibly
expanded in the spring ofl 994. Aimed
at traditional high school seniors, the
intent is to attract potential students
with a presentation which points out
the social and academic advantages of

Student appointment made to the SSU Board ofTrustees

I

I

SSU Library to serve as model for GPO _ _ __
1be Government Printing Office was
sowellpleasedwiththeself-studydocument created by the Shawnee State University Library staff in preparation for
their first Government Document Inspection that they asked for permission
to use it as an example for other depositories.
The Shawnee State University Li-

brary has been a Federal Depository for
select government information since
1989. Every five years the Government
Printing Office inspects the depository
to determine if specific regulations and
procedures are being followed. On April
9 the Shawnee State University Library
received and passed its first inspection.
In late June the official inspection

The Bear's Den

the place for food at Shawnee State
Freshtastiks Salad Bar
and a full menu of soups, sandwiches,
hot lunches and snack items

Open 7:30 a.m. -9:00 p.m.• Monday lhru Thursday
7:30 a.m. • 4:00 p.m., Friday
11 a.m. - 4 p.m., Saturday

In the Universil;y Cent,er.

( Photographers )
11,e

unhfflio,Chro~~indMduak • have.

taken Photography I (~210) orequiwlent~

to serve the needs of new and returning
students.
The State of Ohio recently provided
SI million to the Ohio Appalachian
Center for Higher Education. 1bese
funds are directed into programs which
encourage previously unmotivated students to take advantage of the oppo~nities ofhigher education. As a member
of this coalition, SSU will benefit from
increased enrollment generated by the
programs. The University's proposed
retention center is designed to provide
the second step to facilitate educational
success.
A successful retention program will
allow students to reap the benefits associated with a growing enrollment which
remains stable throughout the four-year
programs. Such stability permits a cor~
responding diversity in course offer-ings, as well as an expansion ofservices
which can be offered to a larger student
body.

·· DrugProblem?

If.

f()u .~re not alone.

_. Narcotics

k·

A,lon,yrpous
MBlfflNG DATES AND TIM~

l'oa:tsmoutli; 734 8th St,
Monday, 7 p.m.,
Thursday, 6 p.m.,
· ·Satur~y, 7 p.m.
Iro~ton, Christ Episcopal·
., Church, Fifth and Parle
Ave., Friday 8 p.m.
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Native Circle is. reborn========

By Donna Kerecz
UC Guest Writer
The Native Circle will reswne its
~eeldy meetings beginning Wednesday, September 29at5:00p.m. inSSU's
:ATC (Vern Riffe) building, room 209.
"The Native Circle is a pro-active
cultural forum which focuses on Native
American issues and inter-tribal aspects
of indigenous people both past and
present," said Cheryl Collins, a Native
American rights activist and new president of the Circle.
The group will meet weekly to dis-

cuss issues that affect Native Americans
on a local, state and international level.
Their first meeting will feature two
speakers, Lance Kramer ofthe Leonard
Peltier Defense Committee and Director of the Ohio Center for Native
American Affairs and special advisor
Ron Collins, a Portsmouth native of
Cherokee and German decent. Collins
is a member of several Native American rights organizations, including the
Ohio Indian Movement, OCNAA,
American Indian Movement, Ohio

Council for Native American Burial
Rights and the Leonard Peltier Defense Committee support group. Both
will be speaking to the group about the
upcoming "Free Peltier" march on
Washington scheduled for November
21, 1993 as well as other Native American issues.
Students and non-students of all
races, religions, and cultural affiliations are welcome and urged to attend.
For more information call Cheryl
Collins at 353-5211 .

Complied by Donna
Kerecz
UC Guest Writer
Leonard Peltier, Ojibwa/Lakota, is
now serving his 17th year of two consecutive life sentences for the murder
of two FBI agents in a shoot-out on the
Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in 1975-even though there is no credible evidence that he is guilty of anything.

out hundreds ofparamilitary-equipped,
combat-clad FBI agents and U.S. Marshals staged a dragnet through the reservation in a fever of revenge in which
men, women and children were terrified and properties and houses were
ransacked. There was no investigation
into the death of the Native American.

dence, Peltier should remain in prison
because he "aided and abetted" the
murder of the agents, even though
these were not the charges upon which
Peltier was originally convicted.
On July 7, 1993 Peltier's third appeal for a new trial based on the
government's change of theory was
denied by the 8th Circuit Court of
Appeals.
Highly_ controversial at the time,
this conviction has become steadily
more discredited as evidence has come
to light of the FBI's actions both prior
to the shoot-out and during the trial.
Documentation uncovered long after
Peltier's conviction indicated that the
government knowingly used fabricated
affidavits to extradite him from Canada
and to influence the jury during the
trial. It also indicated that the government coerced witnesses, committed
perjlV)', and withheld exculpatory evi- •
dence. The FBI has wrapped 6,000
documents related to the case in the
mantle of"national security" and refused to release them.
It is time for all peoples to stand up
and speak out against this gross miscarriage ofjustice and outrageous violation of the civil rights of an American citizen.

Po~mouth group participates in Peltier rally

THE BACKGROUND

In the early 1970s th~ traditional
Lakota people on the Pine Ridge Sioux
Reservation opposed leasing and selling reservation lands for uranium mining. The government backed tribal
leader Richard Wilson, who favored
uranium mining and was not adverse
to vehemently attacking anyone who
got in his way. Much of this violence
was aimed at destroying the American
1001an Movement (AlM) whom traditional Lakota people had summoned
for protection against the onslaught of
Wilson's FBI-backed police. Leonard
Peltier was among the AIM members
who answered this plea for help. 'Ibey
came, aware that Wilson's police were
backed by military assault weapons,
tactical support, and FBI-supplied intelligence about AIM supporters. The
formidable presence which the FBI
maintained on the reservation during
this time was difficult to ignore.

THE SHOOT-OUT
It was in this atmosphere of violence that, on June 26, 1975, two FBI
agents drove onto a family's land on
the reservation, allegedly following a
Native American in a red pick-up truck
who had been accused ofstealing some
cowboy boots. Their behavior precipitated a shoot-out in which the agents
and a Native American man were killed.
According to the U.S. Civil Rights
Commission, within hours ofthe shootTIie UahmityOroiide's Nm
Hollile
St 00 dollars wil.1be given for the
best
tip of the 1993-94 academic
year.
Callers names will be kept confi.
dentialand will bejudged solely by The
Chronicle's Editor-in-Cruet: Call the
editor's pri~te line 355-2502 arxl'tc:ave
message.
Tips will .be judged on .validity arid
importlnee. If tips are judged ~y; •·
.the mooey will. be allotted for ne)(1
year';s contest. AU decisi<m
wilf
final
.
. . be

news

.Tllolllllddiispup:(wwcbiad~lkt.faikL

THETRIALS
Ofthe fourmeneventuallyindicted
for the murder of the agents, one was
released due to "weak" evidence. Two
others were acquitted in July, 1976
when a jury concluded that although
they had fired at the agents, they had
done so in self-defense.
Leonard Peltier was indicted on
the very same charges, but was not
tried until the following year. Fearing
for his life after the shoot-out, he had
escaped to Canada, but in 1976 was
arrested and extradited based on affidavits that in 1985 government prosecutors admitted were fabricated. The
witness who signed the affidavits stated
she had been coerced by the FBI into
signing them. The atmosphere of fear
and intimidation created by the government around Peltier's trial, coupled
with a presidingjudge who rejected all
attempts by the defense to introduce
evidence of FBI culpability, resulted
in a conviction on two counts of murder in the first degree.
THE APPEALS
Since Peltier's conviction in 1977,
the courts have rejected several appeals for a new trial. During his second
appeal, the Justice Department admitted that it had no idea who did kill the
agents. This was in response to a statement by one of the judges that he saw
no credible evidence of first degree
murder in this case. The prosecution
argued that de~pite their lack of evi-

There wi/J be a march on Washington on November 21 . .A bus will be
leaving Portsmouth early that morning and returning late that night. The
cost will be $45, possibly less depending on the number going. For more
information call Ron or Cheryl Collins
at 3'53-5211 or write or call the
Leonard Peltier Support Group/OJM,
P.O. Box 583, Lawrence, KS66044--9 I 3-842-5774.

Information provided by
Leonard Peltier Defense Committee
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Features

There's a new Bear in the Den
By Phlllp Thleken
uc Entenainment Editor

Whatdoyoumean by, there's anew
bear in the den? What I mean is that our
cafeteria, The Bears Den-Cafe La Bear,
whatever its called. is now under new
management. After a contract bid on our
food service program, the former contractor, Bonanza, was replaced over the
summer by ARA Services. With that
change over you will find a number of
things different from the previous management that the new management is
sure to make for better food, better
service, and better value for the people
who come to the cafeteria to eat.
Though nothing major has been
moved around, you will find that the
cafeteria looks a lot different. A new
menu board, new signs, more and different beverages, are just a few things that
you will find to be changed.
17,e Chronicle was able to spealc to
the new manager, Bob Young. on the
changes and what kind of $Crvice he
hopes to provide in the Den. Bob offered
me some lunch and even prepw:d it for
me saying, "lfl can't do the work here
myself, I shouldn't be telling anyone
else how to do it." So over a Philly
Cheese & Stealc sandwich, which was a
very good sandwich, I received this
interview from Bob.
UC: What is the company name?
BY: The company is ARA Services.
A lot of people ask, "What does ARA
stand for?" Well it really doesn't stand
for anything anymore. Like NCR. Back
in the 30's ARA meant Automatic Retailers of America, but over the years
ARA has grown and is now the largest
diwrsified service company in the world
UC: How many colleges does ARA
serve?
BY: Its over 300, but in Ohio alone

there are seven. Our home office is in
Philadelphia, so we have a lot of colleges in. Pennsylvania. We had been
with
Youngstown,
butnow

going to be wasteful by having food
setting up there all afternoon and someone come in and pick that french fry up

is the
on I y
state
school
here in
0 hi o
that we
serve.
UC:

efficient way because it may not be what
they like. This is a meat & potatoes
place and biscuits & gravy is the meat &
potatoes brealcfast. We plan to have a
brealcfast platter with egg, toast, and a
meat like bacon, ham, or sausage. We
will have brealcfast sandwiches like croissant sandwiches, muffin sandwiches,
egg and cheese sandwiches.
UC: Will you offer any kind of sales
or specials?
BY: We will offer two specials every day, ether two hct or one hot and one
cold sandwich special . .They will depend on our cycle menu. We have a
three week cycle menu. These will be
offered all day and a different one every
day for three weeks.
UC: What differences are there from
the prices and service of the former food
service to ARA?
BY: We are competitive to what is
out there in the market. Meaning what is
out there in Portsmouth Ohio. This very

we may be less expensive than them.
The same thing with our catering. we
researched the marlcet and we are very
competitive there also.
UC: I see that there are a lot of
changes in the beverages, like the addition of the gounnet coffees and the
Snapple fruit drinks.
BY: These are ARA 'sown brands of
gourmet coffi:es. You couldn't go anywhere else and get these coffees. There
are eight different coffees, four brews
and four flavors. Two of each of the
~rews and flavors will be offered each
day, with change over being ether every
day or every week depending on availability. We don't have canned pop anymore. Our whole purpose for that is the
mindset of the person who walks into a
restaurant or this scatter system like this
cafeteria, you walk into any fast food
place in Portsmouth and you won't find
canned pop in a Burger King. So we
decided to offer a wide verity of fountain drinks, anu the value base
per once is better for your dollar with the fountain drinks
than the canned pop. We offer
12, 22, and 32 once fountain
drinks. Your best value per
once is with the 32 once, but
the 22 once is our best seller.

Other
New look for the Cafeteria
than the
visual changes, what kind of changes in and be real dissatisfied, "Well I guess
I 'II sacrifice something here, I guess I'll
the menu have you made?
BY: Our whole concept is fresh, have these lousy fries, but it was quick.' '
made to order or progressively made as We want to avoid that.
UC: I saw your brealcfast menu and
if to be made to order. We say that
because every customer I'm sure wants I wondered when your
a fresh sandwich.not hamburger or french breakfast hours are?
BY: Our brealcfast will
fries that have been hanging out under a
heat lamp for hours. Ifl'm exaggerating be three hours long from
I sorry, but we want to avoid that Every~ 7:30 to 10:30.
UC: I noticed that your
one also wants fast speedy service at the
same time. So you have these two con- • brealcfast menu is rather
cepts that are running head to head. small. Will there be any
"You can't have that happen." Well, additions to it.
BY: It is expanding.
I would like to thank Bob
yes you can, and that's where progresand all the staff in the Bears
sive comes in. You have a short window Our brealcfast is going to
Den for tile interview and
time frame when we know that we're consist of the everpopular
lunch. Also I would like to
going to be real busy for lunch, 11 :30 to biscuits and gravy. We
urge everyone to go down to
12:30. Well prior to 11 :30 we're going came in here scoping
to staged off several of each sandwich things out wondering, - - . .
====:::..- ....1 the cafeteria and check out all
c.r.tnia. Staff (I to r) Kevin Greenwood, Ellie
the changes, you may find
and loaded with fries, that way come ''What do these people
Edwanls, Bob Young Mngr., ancl Sue Willson
everything you have been exthat rush people don't have to stand in like?" You can come in
line and say, "Doggoneit, I want fresh here with a menu and set it down and local college, a lot of the people who go pecting from a good cafeteria.
The Bears Den is located in the
food, but I've only got 15 minuets to eat say, "Here'swhatyou'vegottochose herelivenearbysowemustbecompetibefore my next class." We 're also not from," but that is not always the most tive with the local food ~rvices. In fact University Center.

Welcome to the Freshmen and back to the grind for the rest of us!
By Kathi .Jo Arnold
UC featuces Editor

Hey!! Welcome to Shawnee Statewe 're still growing!
On behalfofThe University Chronicle
we would like to talce time out to warmly
welcome all freshmen and new students to
the campus of Southern Ohio's only public university. We sincerely hope that you
will enjoy your educational classes as well
as freely use all facilities and pograms
such as the hbrary or game room in the
University Center, the newest addition to
the SSU campus.
Speaking ofadditioos, it won't be long
beforethelndoorPhysicalEducationCenter will be finished plus the Fine and
Performing Arts Center is just becoming a
reality. These facilities will be invaluable
for majors who plan to excel in those
fields.
Overall, Shawnee State is a nice comfortable college built on the Ohio River; it
has a friendly environment (despite the
various "strike"rumors currently flying
around campus) and we hope you'll be
pleased.
AsCliveC. Veri, PresidentofShawnee
State, would say, "Sean:h for new knowledge and then apply it as a means for
understanding the world and achieving an
improved quality oflife." We leave you
withthosewordsofwisdomandwishyou

the best in your pursuit ofyour edtx:ational
and academic goals. See ya arolild campus!
Provided here for the bennifit of the
.freshmen is a map of the Shawnee State
Universlly campus. We hope that this will
be a help to any students who may be
hopelessly Jost amid all of the recent
changes due to the ongoing construction.
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Senate continued from page I ______________________
answer some of the questions that she
and four other Senators had submitted
on September20abouta potential strike.
Akins sent memorandums to Gene Wilson (Financial Aid Director), Jim Amzen (Athletic Director}, Dr. Steve Midkiff (Registrar}, Dr. David Creamer
(Vice-President ofBusiness Affairs) via
E-Mail concerning the policy of" rights
as students if a strike occurs, or the
college closes?'•
1be four departments that Akins
communicated with did not respond directly, but through the office ofDr. Paul
Crabtree, Vice-President of Student
Affairs. Akins and other Senators met
with Crabtree to discuss the situation
and questions. Both sides agreed at that
time that a single response would be
beneficial in not confusing students.
According to Senator Adam R . .

charge of an Unfair Labor Practice.
17,e Chronicle spoke with Crabtree
about the matter. Crabtree stated that he
decided to respond after speaking with
the various departments. Crabtree cited
that financial aid, athletics, and the
registrar's offices reported to him directly.
He noted that many of the questions
transcended an individual department's
expertise because some of the questions
dealt with two departments at the same
time. Crabtree stated, "We did not want
to have two conflicting opinions that
would confuse students. I got the departments to talk to me about the students' needs. So there was one official
response." He noted that one department may have difficulty accurately
delivering information about other departments.ConcerningwhyallofAkin's

not address them specifically and stay
within the boundaries of fair negotiations. We would not.want to jeopardize
any movement in negotiations.••
17,eUniversityC/ironicle,spokewith
SSU Attorney Sue Porter who stated
that the University, if they released information to the Senate could not send it
to the students because the act of sending the information itself constitutes an
unfair labor practice. The Senate itself
would be unable to send the information
because they can not access students'
addresses due to the Family Privacy
Act. Porter stated that while such information could not be released to students
the University, in the case of strike or
closure, has policy in place to enact at
that time.
Student Senate President Joe Harris
told the Senate that, "The problem is

"You aren't going to like the answers
we will give you.'' He added that Crab-.
tree had stated that he could not elaborate fully on the question nor make a
detailed mailing without the threat of a

stated "I answered them the best I could
without inviting a ULP [Unfair Labor
Practice]chargeagainsttheUniversity."
He added, " l know that this situation
causes frustration in students. I could

deal of research." He thanked Akins
and other Senators who have worked on
the matter.
Student Board of Trustees member
Rebecca Greene came to the meeting to

Editor's Note: Recendy,MindeeAlcins
ofthe Student Senate sent letters to various
representalives ofthe Shawnee Stale University Administration. We are prinling
these letters along with the answer she
received from Dr. Paul Crabtree, Vice
President for Student Affairs.

Mlndee Akins
Student Senator
Some of the questions Akins wished
to have answered were:
To Jbn Arnzen, Athletic DirectorI) What are the policies established
regarding our rights as student athletes iFa
strike occurs, or the college closes?
IN 1llE PROCESS OF A STRIKE...
2) How will the athletes be affected as
far as schoiafships, etc? Please Explain.
3) Will they be required to stay in class
chningastrike for conference regulations?
To Dr. David Creamer, BunarI} What are the policies established
regarding our rights as students if a strike ·
occurs, or the college closes?
IN THE PROCESS OF A STRIKE...
2) Under what conditions will we be
refunded? Please Explain.
3)Willweberefunded 100"/ooftuition
payments should students decide to withdraw from classes?
4) What will be refunded? (As far as
loans, fees, books, tuition, etc.)
To Dr. Steve Midkiff, RegistrarI) What are the policies established
regarding our rights as students if a strike
occurs, or the college closes?
IN 1llE PROCESS OF A STRIKE...

2) Will classes be canceled? Why?
Why not?
3) Are we required to go to class?
Please Explain.
4) What happens if we do not go to
class? Please Explain.
5) Are we required to attend class with
substitutes? Please Explain.
r.) Are we required to attend class if
held off campus? Please Explain.
7) What happens to students who are
enrolled in two-year programs, will their
completion dates be set back? Will they
havetowaitayeartogetbackonschedule?
To Gene WIison, DlredorofFlnanclal AkJ...
I) What are the policies established
regarding our rights as students if a strike ·
occurs, or the college closes?
IN 1llE PROCESS OF A STRIKE
WHA'r>»
2) If a student has paid tuition for the
quartervia(a)scholarships(b)loans(c)granls,
will they be reimbursed? Will they be aedited? What happens? Please Explain.
3)Ifastudentmissesclassorclassesare
~led, how does that affect defennent
and/or repayment of Sludent loans?
4)Ifastudentisaworkstudyemployee,
do they lose their jobs?

agency.

setbyeach faculty member.

-Questions
concerning
or
repayment
of student
loansdeferment
would need
to be addressed by the loan guarantee
agency-OASC, Great Lakes, and USA
Fund.
·

teaching
are subject-Class
to change
by theassignments
dean of the appropriatecollegeandtheattendancepolicywould
be set by the assigned faculty.
-The attendance policy for off-campus
classes are the same as for on-campus
classes.
·
-The class sequence for programs
would be adjusted only if necessary.
-Scholarships for athletes will be
handled in the same manner as fc:r other
students.
-Class attendance for athletes is not
covered by confererx:e regulations; athletes are expected to meet class responsibilities as any other student would.

McPheters,CrabtreetoldhimandAkins,

questions were not answered, Crabtree

get a feel for what student concerns the
Senate had heard. Members of the Senate stated that, on average, they have had
3 to 5 students approaching them daily
to talk about negotiations. Greene emphasized that she wants to work with
the Senate and other agencies to stop
the inaccurate rumors spreading
throughout the campus. Joe L. Smith,
Finance Committee Secretary, told
Greene that he has heard more rwnors
than questions about negotiations.
Harris also said that he had been
keeping in close touch with the University and the SEA on the conflict.
Harris stated that he would address
administration about holding an infor-

Rep!iles

Great Pets, Great frices

something that is going to take a great

Snakes

. Ball Python .... ..•. Lf........................ $60 ea.

f~ •··~•..........

Burmes~ Python ..... ;....
$120 ea.
Boa Constrictor..~:.. ..... ;.....·.......... $120 ea.

The letter and questions asked by Akins====

As student representatives, the Student Senate is very interested in the we!tare of the student body. We are now
obviously concerned about the negotialions; therefore, we feel it is imperative to
keep the students and ourselves informed
ofourrightsandresponsibilities. We have
held several meetin~ to address student
coocems, and we have organized a few
questions that will help us to remain the
liaison of accurate information to the student body.
A list of questions folJowed in the
interior ofthe letter, which was diffe!'ent
foreachrecipientoftheletur(seebelow).
The answers to these questions will
help to eliminate some of the anxiety that
weasstudentsarehavingaboutoureducation. Please E-Mail a response to the Student Senate by WEDNESDAY, SEPfEMBER 22, 1993 BY 12:00 NOON!!!!!
Sincerely,

.California King Snalre.................. $60 ea~
AlbinoKingSanke......;.~.f~•tfd\'!····~·••··$70 ea.
Eastern Milk Snake...... :; .. ~•.. :... ;·.·... $35"ea~

RedRatSnake (€ornSnake). ~. f~ •··$40¢d. •
. )Lizards

.

sponse follows:
Mindee, you sent inquiries to severa! offices with concerns that you feel
students have about the fall quarter. Dr.
Veri has ask me to respond to all the
concerns since some of them overlap
and our responses given should be consistent.
I have classified your concerns into
four arC$s and the response to each is as
muchascan begivenatthepresenttirne.
I hope this helps you in your efforts as a
student senator.
Financial Aid:
-Students have already or will receive their financial aid.
-Any refund given by the university
will be given to the appropriate funding

Fees:

-If there is a work stoppage--which

is now NqT expected--a decision will
be made at .that time regarding a refund
of fees . The, special refund policy followed threel years ago will guide ,the
university: fees were refunded as result
ofthe work stoppage whenrequeste4 by
1
students.
:
~:e:::=~gedtoattend~
c~~forctassattendancek
•

I

Apin, Mindee, I hope this helps to
=~ofyourconcemsasastudent
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Other Popular. Pets ·•
.

Redeared Slider. .............. $9 ea.
Argentine Horned Frog: .. $20 ea.
'

Ifyou don't see what you want- ask!
;

_Al!pefScguaranteedhealthy, andflawless.

The Univers~ty's response to Akins ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=====
Editor's Note: Dr. Crabtree's re-

mational forum similar to the that of
the SEA which is scheduled Wednesday September 29 at noon in the Massie
auditorium. He urged the Senate to be
knowledgeable about negotiations and
act as informational representatives
for the student body. He wants Senators who have not been keeping up
with negotiations to begin to do so. He
notified Senators that due to the speed
with which the situation may change,
each should be prepared to meet at a
moment's notice. Harris reminded the
Senate, "You represent the most powerful student body on campus." He
added, "You need to act in a very
professional manner."

Call Steve at (304) 697-1334
or leave tnessage at(614) 3_
55~2502.
,. ·· .
.. ·. ; / ... .
• ·· > :" ·
. . . .·. ·.·
•· ·
The Portsmout~ City School Dfstr:ict has initiated, a Lat~h Key

Program which.will begin operations on Augusf25 for the 199394 scho_ol year. The program was developed to provide "a safe,
secure learning environment for elementary age children,
before and after-school.'' Open to all students.~ftroJled in the
city's efom~ntary school system, i(is intended to)llleviate
scheduling problems .for worldng parents or college students
wiJh school-age ~hildren. Activities Include art projects, active
play, bo~rd·ga~~s; .~nacks, etc. 11u~ morning se$sion r1Jns from .
6:45 :--m~.to 8:30. ~~111., and .fhe after.noon ,roup;~gins following ·
dl$m1ss111 and .ends atS:30 p.m. e~cll scbo,1 ·~ay, ;~Ost for
·•
morning or. afternoon sessions is $12.SO ·per jfe~k;.f cjf both
·•·
morning and afternoon sessions the cos~ fs $25.00''per wee_k.
/
The latchkey program is av~lableatQ:ardlag;"HJgbla,nd,
1

Li11coln, Roosevelt, and Wi~son .i1em¢ntary _Schoo:ts.
.

/

F'or fu/J~er ;,iform~on; ca113s,-s1os~

"

.... ·

·.• ·. .··

.

.

.

.

.

.. . . .

Tfie lJ:niversity :C hronicle
By Martin poston ·and Phlllp Tbleken

NOTE: Over lhe summer, we de~ Sex & Religion. 'l$e word for it is
· ·· · · ·
cided to launch a 11ew column with a · terrific.
point-counterpoirit/onnat which would
It seems to me that Vai performs
be shared by entertainment columnists better when he is working with aba11d.
Marlin Posto11 and Philip Thieken. So It just feels.more balanced when other
when Fall quarter came around, we musicians 1ne playing, so it's
figured, "Ah. whatthe heck. let's keep notjusfa Steve Vai showcase
it going. " so you hold in your hands album.
the best of both worlds. We 'II keep Ji
Vai tias added the talents of
weeldyifwecan. so enjoy. Ifwe end up T;M, Stevens (bass), Terry
dumping it, well, enjoy ii while you Bozzio (drums), and Devin
can.
Townsend (v<>eals) to his new
first up is Martin Poston
band, Townsend's vocals have
Steve Vai is one of the major guitar a definite presence on the altalents of the 90's. His last albwn, bum and, paired with Vai'.s
PiLrsion and War/are, re-established terrific songwriting, are a vital
Vai asa solo artist, after a two-album ingredient to this collection.
stint with the now-defunct Whitesnake.
ThereaUyhottraclcs onSex ·
Previous to his Whitesnake days, Vat & Religion are "Here And Now, .. 0 ljt
debuted with Flexible after splitting My Dreams with you;• "Still My·
upwithrockhas.beenDavidLeeRoth's Blee ding Heart," ''Touching
band. That first album was ... well, Tongues," "Rescue Me Or Bury Me,"
unusual. Passwi aiuJ . Warfare was and the title track "Sex~ Religion."
great.
There is also the halillting iris1rumenNow, Steve Vai has formed a band. tal entitled ''The Road To Mt. Cal.'The band is nained Vai. The albumis vary,'' and tilt, hilarious trac.k "Pig."
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~ppmess of some, arid the distress of

. .

BEWARE: This album can be
addlctl~e. •• • * 1/2
· Now Manson's view.
Sex & Religion is the new full band
effort by Steve Vai aftei:the success of

Devin Townsend seems to be an music. The ~ck "In My D ~ .with
excellent choice for a vocalist to front . OU" is love song
the very
Steve's guitar work -This is an impot- different mind of music of Steve Va:i,
tant factor when you take.into consider- which I feel has the potential tobe a hit
ation that Steve is one of.the greatest from this alblim,
·
.
guitarists in the world.
.
. The title track "Sex &Religion" is
for those of you who have a very insightful look to our thoughts
enjoyed Steve's instruinentals arid feeling about the relationship bedon'tworrythereare fourreally tween sex and religion 1U1d just what
great ones on this album. The God may feel about the two subjects.
first one starts out the album, it
Toe track "Survive" is the catchy
. is titled. "An Earth Dweller's. song on this album .. It . has ~e mo~
Return/• Floating around the amount of fun and life in it.
middle ofthe album is two more
• The real surprise is
fact that on
titled "Touching Tongues" and · the track "Rescue Me or ,Bury Me" the
"State of Grace. •• The most lead vocals are provided by Steve him•
impressive is the instrwnental selfinsteadofDevin. Toissorigisa ~al ·
. . «The Ro~d to Mt. Calvary'.' strong song with a message both subtle
his instrumental album Passion & W~r~ which 1s a very onunous, dark, yet pow- . and important. All. iJ1 all Sex & Religion
fare. Steve's first album Flexible was etfullyalive with a go~ feel~g. . · is going to be.a very successful album
also a full band effort but it didn't
The rest ofthe music, bemg filled for Vai and it is a testament to .the
meet with a great deal of success. · with Devin's very different vocals. is musical talentofone ofthegreatguitarTaking Vai as the name of the band; undeniably Steve Vai. The first release . ist, Steve Vai. •••~
.
Steve and company have turned out a . was the track "Down Deep into. the
Martin Poston is th11 UC Photo &livery impressive album both lyricly · Pain''. which le:ms heavilyto the speed/ . tor and Philip Thieken is the UCEnterand instrumentally.
·
thrash sound, is a new edge to Steve's tainment Editor. . ·
· ·
l

y

a

from

the

~S.01n:e , .music for the, Q'p•e:n .rn:i,nded
··t;inally, a <Prihce box·s·e t..
/ ~i. .Re~mbet 1))01 ..t4~ to 1he·• tnillions of copies, the niasses can now
get their hands on the ultimate collec-

... ·

TuesJ/ay, Sept~filber 28, J993

Volume two is just as diverse be-

Appalachian Music History offered at SSU

Appalachian Music History Part I will be of-

fercdat Shawnee State University during Fall
Quartcrofl 993. Classes begin September 27

andend[)eQCmber3 and students can register
al any time.

tween oldand new sfuffas voli.une one: •
The class is taught by Dr. John R. Simon,
tion spanning the career ofone ofrecent JtstartS o~t \Vith_ •'ControvCll}';' \ ''Dirty
bistory;s J>QP.nuisic geniuses. Cilrehim Mind/' and "I Wanna Be:Your Lover," musician and historian, and coven the dcvelopmentofAppalachianmusic. Sludentsdonot
Of
Prince has. finally releftlled ,a and moves on in.to two more classics
last year, this is·a new column, much· careen:ttrospective·in a three-volume from 1222, "Delirioti$" 'IDtd "Little . have to know how to play music.
tx,Uer than, and a little less nastythan its box set. The Httslrhe B.Sides totals 56 Red Corvette.•• It continues through the
pedecessor~The name is changed,
hits "Raspberry Beret,"
too. Sure, the old one was catchy,
"Kiss,'• "Gett Off," "Creani.••
but we have·to face facts, it was a
till its comes to a close with the
bit too cutesy for even
to take
great dassic b~lad "Purple
it seriously.
Rain.'' Therearetwourireleased
For those who are entering
tracks included, entitled
''Peach'; and "Pope."
freshmen, this whole paper is new,
so the previous explanation means
Volumes one and \Wocan be
nothing, so if you haven't already
bought separately. However,
done so, skip the previous two
only those who buy the box set
get the volume ofB-sides.·
paragraphs. Having said tliat,
welcome to SSU.
·
This third vo1wne consists
entirely of B-sides, with the
Ina nutshell, this column will
contain stuff for those people
exceptionoftwonewtracks, "4
whose tastes cover multiple areas and tracks, ranging from new stuff to classic The Tears In Your Eyes" and ''Power
types of music. This is also f(){ people stuff, and on to s_ome rare stuff.
Fantastic." Most of .the songs, like
.Starting off with .volume one, the "Horny Toad," ' 'Erotic City,"
whose musical tastes are not dictated by
what special-interest groups claiming collection kicks off with "When Doves "Hello," "17' Days,'•• and "She's Al+·
to be a ~oral majority may sity. Enjoy. Cry" and "PopLife;"thengoesbackto ways In My Hair,'' date back to ,the
A few months ago, the music world some old stuff from his first four al- RevolutionandPre-Revolutioneras. The
was shocked to hear that Prince was bums, like "Uptown," "Soft And more recent stuff includes "Escape/'
going to retire from the studio. The Wet," and ';I Feel For You," which ''Shockadelica," and "I Love U In
dlirtysomething mega-selling pop icon; was later covered byChaka Khan. Then Me.''
is the most, shall we say,
wh<.l recently changed his professional the albwn breaks into those great early- - unrestrained volume of the set, since B~
name to that mysterious symbol whicb 80s_dance classics, "1999" and "Let's sides aren't really subjec(: t() commer- _
served as the title for that last album Go Crazy." The hits continue as we cial restrictions, because they don't get
cover (don't a~ me, I still don't know remember the more recent favorites airplay.
what it means), had just signed. a 10; .''Sign •b• The Tunes,'' ••t Could Never . fu, sunimation, you get the itbsolute
album deal with Wjltller Bros.
si~ Take The Place Of '(our Man," and best of Prince. Whether it was greatly
milli<)D dollars a ~ck. He later con- ''Alphabet St.'' Volwni one also has a successful ornot, it's there'. So; accordfirmed that he has an entire library con- couple of still-kinda-new hits, "Dia- ing to your preference, get 1 and 2
taining500-plus unreleased traclcs wbich monds and Pearls" and "7," and even separately or get the entire set What• .
could be used. Currently, he is said tobe includes two unreleased traclcs. The ever you do, enjoy it , .. and you will.
working on a soundtrack to some opera. first is the current single, "Pink Cashwhich is expected to be out toward the mere.'' . The second is "Nothing ComSpecial thanks ~o Shephard'•
endof~year: However,ontocumnt .pares l U,' • a song Prince wrote which ·Soundworks for provtdhig the music
news.
Smead O'Connor took to #1 in 1990. for.~ Chronkk eidertalninentcol: · After l'ifteen years of controversy, This version is a liyeduet with N:P.G. uirms. All this and
are avallabie
~d 14 albums selling millions upon veteran Rosie Gaines. ··
at Shephard••·

· ' Olhers,

I have returned to ·haunt this
~us fofanoth« year.
· ·
,For those wb.Q are returning from

This

··••112

. ..

more

Anyone can take the class. Shawnee Staa,.

students can WJC theclassasa four hour arts and;
hwnanitieselective. People in theareaage600£
over can take the class meof charge.
There will be concel1B in class by talented am.
musicians.
If you have queslions or 1-1 he~ call John
Simon at 259-6337 or Marcia Tackett at 3543205.

ri,
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Manson is back with album reviews and a music video review.

1

Reviews of Tony Toni Tone, Brother Cane, and video review of .Joe Satriani.
, Hello again to those ofyou who have
,been gone over the summer, and as for
those few who were here over the summer along with me, WHAT AREWE?!?!
CRAZY OR SOMETIUNG FOR GOINGTOSCHOOLIN1HESUMMER!!!
'I Ahhemm! Sony for that outburst,
hut I have been here over the summer
,and let me tell you a lot has happened
with construction on campus, the contract negotiations, the wild naked orgy
in my back yard. OOOPPSSS!! Just
forget about that last part. It wasn't
really all that important or I would have
invited all of you to attend.
But anyway, a lot has happened and
it kept myself and the rest of the staff
very busy to say the least. Also I received a couple letters over the summer
that I would like to share with you.
The first is from Steven Free and the
Muddle Pudding Band, Steven wanted
o thank me for the review I did of their
bum "Son~ of The Common Man."
Steven said that my review was, "very
fusightful and quite honest." He also
wanted to let me know that they had
~gned a record deal with Fraternity
Records and were working ona new CD
which would hopefully be out in October. I'm hoping to get to review this new
CD from Steven Free and the Muddle
Pudding Band as soon as possible so that
those fans of their's who read this colwnn will know what's in store for them.
Here now is a letter I received after
a colwnn on Vince Neal's new band.
"Mr. Manson"
My name is Lori DeLory. I'm writing to you from the beautiful city of San
Diego, California. My sister, Kathi
Arnold, wrote to you a bit ago and she
sent me the article in which you replied
to her.
The reason I'm writing to you is
because Motley Crue (the original one)
has and always will be my favorite
group. From Too Fast/or Love to Decade of Decadence they have consistently shown their love and dedication
to their music. Whether in concert or in
the studio, they gave no less than 110%
of their energy and effort.

back bone of soul to this album. Then
comes the love song's "Slow Wine"
and "(Lay Your Head on My) Pillow."
The emotion and beat on these two
the same.
Your articles are very descriptive · songs can make you feel real good.
The track "Dance Hall" brings the
and in depth and at the same time they
are brief. Keep up the good work. Thanks fun dance funk sound to this album, and
its bound to be a DJ's favorite. The
for your time.
Track "Anniversary" is a showcase of
FromSWlllySanDiego,
this groups vocal and musical skill and
Lori.
talent.
I would like to
thank: Steven and
Lori for their letters, I like it very
much when I receive letters and
other fonns of response to my colwnn. So feel free
by
to contact me over
anything in my
colwnn be it letters, interoffice
mail, or in person.
Now for the
first week back to
classeslhavedone
All in all Sons ofSoul is going to be
my very first review of a music video
and I hope you enjoy it as much as I a great album for Tony Toni Tone. ••• 11
2
.
enjoyed doing the review.
Once again I've found more of the
So here now is the first reviews of
great Rock 'n' Roll that has been missthe year.
Tony Toni Tone are back on the ing from popular music in the last few
scene with their new album Sons a/Soul years, in the band Brother Cane and their
and it is an album with a lot of different self titled album.
'cwrently Brother Cane is enjoying
sounds on il From the undeniable dance
sound to the reggae to soul and blues, the success oftheir first single •'Got No
Tony Toni Tone do it all and do it well. Shame." The song gets back to the
Their first hit "If I Had No Loot" ~vy rhythm of the guitar with a defiwas a song that you could feel the music nite blues background to il this songs
in you and it made you wantto move. On sets the stage for the restofthealbumas
this song Tony Toni Tone was backed it brin~ to you a feeling of laid back
good time rock. All of it with a strong
up by the SNL Horns.
I want to point out that Tony Toni blues influence, and some with a southTone plays all the instruments on this ern rock flavor.
This isn't just an album boasting
album, which include, guitar, bass,
drums, keyboards,and some drum pro- only a lot of guitar rock, it also has songs
grams. This fact made an impression on with a message, like the track "How
me. Not only are these fellows good Long."
The band shows some real depth of
singers, but they are good musicians
music with the surprising sounds of the
also.
The tracks "What Goes Around track "Woman." This one begins with
Comes Around", "My Ex-Girlfriend", a wide range of instruments for a really
and "Tell me Mama" help to build a broad sound, then it leads into the strength
While they're new music may be
good and Vince Neal may be faring well
on his own, Motley Crue will never be

Manson Qn Music
Philip Tliieken
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of the rock guitar. finally, it fades away

sight from Joe on more of his music.
For guitar fans and especially Satriani
fans this video is a must have. For those
who haven't heard of Joe Satriani, you
about the loneliness of traveling, and the are really missing out on some great
search for love. "The Road" is bound to music; Blues, Jazz, Rock, and metal
be a hit from this album.
sounds can be found on Satriani's alMy pick for my favorite is the track bums. Also you will find soft ballad,
"Stone's Throw Away." This song packs love, and acoustic sounds as well.
thepuoch ofa classic rock anthem with the .
Ifyou are interested in hearing some
ofSatriani, check-out one ofhis albums:
fresh feel of the 90's.
The al bum ends Not of 17,is ,Earth, Surfing with The
with the track Alien, Flying In a Blue Dream, and his
"Make
Your latest The Extremist. All are S star alPlay." This one is bums.
about making the
As for the video it is a great one. So
moves and deci- get a look at it cause it will be worth it.
sions that need to
be made in life.
Brother Cane
I would lilce to thank: Tim Shephard
and their self titled and Shephard's Sound Works 1003
albumisgreatRock Gallia St. for providing me with music
'n' Roll and should for review. All these albums and many
make a big splash more are available at Shephards.
in today's music
scene. •••112
Oh! And welcome back to school.
This is areview Also forthoseofyouwhoare going here
thatl'mrealexcited for the first time I would like to tell you
to be doing. Not only is this my first music that I am eager to here input on my
video review, but it is a video of my column from everyone from the Presifavorite perfonner,Joe Satriani. The video dent of the school right down to the
is titled Joe Sotrlani: 11,e Saleh Tapes. It gooniest looking freshman on campus,
isa look at the career and music ofthe man so if you see me tell me what you think,
regarded as the greatest guitar playerin the what your interests are and give me
world. Joe talks abott his playing from his suggestions on anything you would like
teenswhenhestartedplayingandteaching to see me review. As I said when I
guitar, to his latest album.
started this column last fall, l"m here
This video is aboli one hour long and for you the reader.
is filled with interviews of Joe's long time
So until next week keep yoursbirtoo
producer and friend John Curuberti, friend and your hands out of your pants!
and fonner student Steve Vai, and Nigel
Tufuel ofSpinal Tap. Also on this tape are
the videos that were made for some of
Joe's-music, "Always with Me, Always
with You", "I Believe", and "Summer
Song" just to name a few, are presented.
Never before seen video footage of
studio sessions and concert tours are also
presented on this video, along with Joe's
own crounents on his music and life.
All in all this video is a great showcase
of the greatest guitar hero in the world
(But Joe dosen 't clam to feel like a guitar
hero) lonly wish this tape had been longer
with more concert footage and roore invery softly.
The ballad of this album is the track
"The Road." This is a sad sounding song

••••

Back To School Special

Visit Pizza Hut and bring the entire family.
Our Kids' lndividualPizza Pack featuring·
Marvel Comics! X-Men is ·ogly S1!99i .. ·.·

$15.95 oil change mial

Includes oil filter and up to five quarts
ofoil. compleJe chassis lube
available at

Knittel', BP Service Center
Gallia &. Waller Streets

Knittel'• Raclator & Air Cendltlonmg
2026 Robinson Avenue

Mufner & Brake Shop

2109 I Ith Street

Mastercard andV,sa Accepted
10•.4 dicount oo labor with
validSSUID

Need Publicity?

The Unive,sity, .. O,ron~k,.
infonnadoa OD concerts

andperfOl'lllllk'.eSoftocalbands.

lii ~Oironick,ffllewyour
band.

·--------------------·

!

·:

I

Pizza Hut

:tfut.

I -·•....
:

!.

T~o medium specialty
p1zzas---Pep. Lovers,
Supreme or Meat Lovers
$ I I •99

=ifut.

_.,. •....!.

Valid only at partlclpatlng Pizza Hut restaurants. Present when ordering.
One coupon per person visit. Not valid with other dl1counu or coupons,
I /20 cent cash redemption value.
Plua Hut. Inc.

!
:,

1.
1
: :.

,.
I
1
I Portsmouth and New Boston Pizza Hut I;:

. ~---------------------1111!,!1.~. ;

•
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CLASSIFIEDS, PERSONALS, BUY AND SELL ITEMS

$1 oo

F01t·30 WORDS, .PAYMENT IN ADVANCE .

CALL

_[_P_e_rs---'-o___
na_ls_

__,] [...._
· _ _~_Y_P_ists_
·. ·_

SWM desires companionship with
member of opposite sex between 24-39. Please write to UC Office
correspondenc #I. Ad.
SWM desires female companionship between the ages of24 and 39. I
love all types of music except heavy
metal and pWlk rock. Mutual conversation between two adults, nice late
evening walks, candlelight dinners,
watching the sun rise and the moon set
with a bottle ofchampagne and old time
movies. Please NO heavy drinkers or
smokers. Write to UC Office Correspondence #2. Ad.

( Organizations

]

SSU Choir Auditions is currently
running through September Contact
Shirley Crothers in Massie 0 IO or call
3~5-2212.
Non-denominational Bible Study
will begin holding meetings beginning
Monday, October 4th in the Founder's
Room of the University Center (lflocation would change, a notice will be
posted at the Founder's Room) All University Staff and Students Welcomed.
Bring your lunch and join in.
Jom :sde>tot:ounty resldenls on Saturday October 2, 1993 in taking a step to end
lu!ger. The secood anrwa1 IOK CROP
Wailc begim at 9:00 am at Shawnee State
For moce informatioo call Mindee Akins at
the Student Senate Office 355-2320. Interested In science fiction roleplaylng? Individual wants to start regular campaign for Rifts Role-Playing
Game by Paladium. Call Jeff Whitt at
353-3633. Ad.
Th~ University Chronick regularly
holds staff meetings on Tuesday at 4:00
pm in Massie 411.
Looking for folks to play pick-up
games of street hockey on rollerblades.
Age and experience don't matter. See
Dr. Tony Dzik in Business Annex 133
or call 355-2326. Ad.

Items for Sale

]

Reptiles for sale- full line ofsnakes,
li1Mds, and turtles are available. See
pagefor advertisement on page I 3. Contact Steve Parlin at (304) 697-1334 or
call 355-2502 and leave message. Ad.
Nintendo Gameboy for sale cheap!
Includes 6 cartridges, game light w/
magnifier. Call 353-2037.Ad.
DO YOU HAVE BROKEN CD
CASES? Slightly used CD cases for
sale. Whypay$1.50orderingnewones'?
Used CD Jewel boxes for only $0.75!
Contact Philip "Manson" Thieken in
the newsroom, Massie 411 or call 355-

(278 Ad

:Correspondence ]

I love and miss you al. It's lonely in
Kentucky.lfanyorewmsa friendorpenpal
Write me: Daniel Stewart P.O. Box 1026,
Evarts, Ky. 40828. AJ! letters wel~. Ad

_...]

WIU type essays, term papers, etc.,
$1.00 per page. Call 353-0354. Ad.

(·

Employment ]

Teacher's Job Fair- November 17 in
Ocean City, Maryland. Recruiters from
Maryland, Virginia, Delaware, Washington DC, New Jersey, Pennsylvania.North
Carolina, and New Yode are expected to
be on hand to talk about opportunities in
their schools and to recruit for q,enings
they anticipate for the 1994-95 school
year. The job fair will be a day before the
annual regional conference of the MidAtlantic Association for School, College,
and University Staffing(MAASCUS) and
will be held from 9am to 1pm at he
Carousel Hotel & Resort in Ocean City.
For more information, call Cindy Holland, University of Delaware (302) 8311231.
Mar-Bellncorporated-16930MlB1Il
Road, Chagrin Falls, OH 44023 has the
following open positions: Mold Makers
Helper, must be able run mills, lathes,
band saws, grinders, cutting & squaring
up steel, rough in machining, pull apart
molds; Maintenance Worker to rebuild
injection presses, hydraulics, preventative maintenance. electrical, must supervise self, independent worker; Press Operator to operate injection and compression machines, load and unload press remove parts from mold, file parts and
pack, keep count production/scrap, needs
no prior experience - prefer employees
with consistent work histories, employees
worlc around Fiberglass; Mold Maker
must be able to build molds frcm blueprints, be able to run lathes, mills, grinders, CNC equipment, must be willing to
work overtime with little or no notice,
works Saturday 6-12, 50+ hours week.
Call Debby at (216) 543-7528 or FAX
resume to (216) 543-4374.

Cruise Ship Jobs!

Students needed! Earn $2000+
monthly. Summer/holidays/fulltime.
World travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, Europe,
Mexico. Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales,
Deck Hands, Casino Workers, etc. No
experience necessary. CALL 602-6804647, Ext. Cl47.
Den~ Hyglenlst-Govemmentcontract position available in Ft. Leonard
Wood, MO. Full-time position. Regular
hours, Monday-Friday, No eve,1ings or
weekends. This is a civil service position.
Any state license acceptable. Must be a
graduate of an approved ADA accredited
program. Sociometrics, Inc., offers competitive pay and benefits, including vacation and sick leave, paid holidays, optional
health insurance and more. For immediate
consideration call Sociometrics, Inc., 1(800) 729-0890.
The following positions are available: Senior Software Engineer - Proficient "C" or assembly language (Intel X86
or Intel I 60 RIAC Class} Programmer.
Current technical knowledge ofLAN standards and technology: X.25, Ethernet,

355-2278.0R

MASSIE

Token Rin U..C 02.2, TCPiLP, SPX/
IPX, SNMP. Knowledge ofboth the internal communications techniques as well as
application/programming interface level.
Demonstrated ability to design, code and
test successfully in a rapid• high quality
communication system. Self-knowledge
ofSNA as plus - but will train. Worked an
embedded or system level communication product. CS required, MS preferred. 3
openings.
Staff Engineer-Proficient "C", "C++",
or visual basic language programmer. Experience with user interface applications
in Microsoft Windows design, coding and
tests. Examples would be helpful. Experience with Client/Server I an communication application using TCP/IP or Novell.
demonstrated ability to design, code, and
test successfully and rapidly high quality
user interactive applications. Self-starter.
5 to 10 years experience. BSEE or BSCS
required, MS preferred. 2 openings. Apply to Marv Mortenson, Directa, Fmployee RelationsIDFA Courier, 15 I5West
14th Street, MIS A 12, Tempe, AZ 85281.
Telephone l-{602)894-7991, J.(800)5281400EXT#7991,FAX 1-(602)894-7566.
Module Engineering Technician-to
worlc with production workers in plastics
plant. Bachelor's degree preferred. Must
learn team concepts. Company does not
hire smokers. Send resume to resinoid
Engineering Corporation, P.O. Box 2264,
Newark, OH 43055. ATIN: Jack Young
Need help finding a job? Job seekers
can now read thousands of weekly job
opportunities advertised in Sunday newspapers from across the coWllry. The Career Services Library recently subscribed
to a service that compiles "help wanted"
ads from 64 cities and publishes them on
microfiche that is delivered weekly to the
CSL library. Help wanted ads are complete and unedited, providing full-time job
opportunities for both white and blue collar, as well as experienced and entry level
positions.
Computer Graphics Designer - to
work in print shop. Must have IBM background. Contact Frank Lewis or Betty
Boggs, ABS Computers, 4152 Gallia
Street,Portsmouth, OH 45662 or phone 1(614) 456-5567.
Dental Hygienist - Full or part-time.
Contact H. Eugene Calver, DDS, 341 Cline
Avenue, Mansfield, OH 44907.
Various government service positions - Contact the Personnel Department
of the Office of Personnel Management,
200 We9. Second Street, Room 507, Dayton, OH 45402. For more information and
a full job listing contact SSU Career Services Office.
Computer Service Technician - for
repair and manufacturing of computers.
This is an entry level position. Contact
Frank Lewis or Betty Boggs at ABS Computers, 4152 Gallia Street, Portsmouth,
OH 45662. Phone (614) 456-5567.
Comprehensive Science Teacher three q,enings for graqes 7-12. Send resumes to Roben Camaro:zzi, Dayton Public Schools, 348 West First Street, Dayton,
OH 45402. Phone (513) 461-3131.
Anyoae Interested In a career as an

411

athletic trainer, please come to the Mhletic office located in the Activities Center. SSU can train you for a challenging
and rewarding career.
Human Resources Information Assistant - Responsible for assisting in the ·
development of a Human Resources In~
formation System through the utilization
of a computer dBase' system. Prepares
detailed analysis for the utilization of a
computerdBase system. Prepares detailed
analysis for the production of reports and
maintenance of data in order to provide
computer based information supporting
personnel records, employment, and compensation. May act as liaison in systems
programming with special emphasis on
trouble-shooting and resolution. Under
general supervision, types letters, reports,
job descriptions, manual pages and other
items from rough draft, dictophone, or
other copy utilizing Word Perfect software. May assist with general office duties. High school diploma plus personal
computer operations training obtained
during post high school. College computer
programming courses or equivalent experience is required. Previous personnel and
records keeping experience preferred.
Contact Human Resources Department,
1248 Kinneys Lane, Portsmouth, OH
45662; or for more information, call 3545000, EXT 7224.
Title m Coordinator - the selected
candidate will report the President's Office
and will work closely and collegially with
senior administrators as well as prQvide
leadership for the Title III management
team.AsProjectCoordinatorfortheMulticultural Leadership Program, one of the
funded activities, the individual will worlc
cooperativelywith deans, faculty,students,
staff and community leaders, and maintain a working relationship with federal
offices and community and prepare funding and evaluative reports. The final candidate will have a Master's degree or a
Bachelor's degree with substantial experience in funded programs, demonstrated
vision, creativity, and proven administrative programmatic and communicative
skills. Send detailed vita and four professional references to Affirmative Action
Office, Rockland Community College,
145 College Road, Sufferq. NY 10901.
PhyslcaWnorganlc ChemJst- Southeast Missouri State University (SMSU), in
CapeGirardeau,Misouriisseekingaphysicalfmorganic chemist to work on a project
forthesummerof1994. SMSUwillapply
for a $5,000 stipend, which will go to a
faculty member from a non-Ph.D. granting four-year college. The project will
entail researc!l on the transition metal
reactions in the gas phase. Anyone interested in applying from among OFP memberinstitutionsshould contact David Ritter
at 1-(314) 651-2373.
Environmental Health & Safety Officer - to monitor health and safety aspects
for environmental restoration projects at
DOE plant in Piketon. Ideal candidate will
have some construction experience as well
as healthandsafetyexperience. DOEclearance would be helpful. Send Resmne to
R&R International,

4920 F.ast Fifth Avenue, Columbus,
OH 43219, ATIN: Brenda Abke. Fa:
(614) 237-6550.
Licensed Physical Therapy
tant- full-time position available. Contact
Mary Kay l.ajac, Toledo Hospital, 2142
North Cove Boulevard, Toledo, OH 436<1§.
Phone 1-(419) 471-3833.
Nurses - registered Nurse, Licensed
Practical Nurses, and Certified Nurses
Aids needed for Riverside Manor in Piketon, Ohio and WalnutmanorinClarlcsbuia,
To apply contact Cathy Hunt, National
Nursing Corporation, P.O. Box 151,
Clarksburg,OH43115.Phone: (614)99J2694.
SSU Students Interested In a cares
In journalism should gain valuable experience and college credit by working for
The Universitv Chronicle. Contact Bill
Holmes, UC Editor in Massie 411 or call
355-2278.
Cost Estimator/ Project Englneel! Interface with engineering, marlceting and
manufacturing to determine part productability and cost to manufacture and piepare quotations for sales. Act in technical
support role to marketing and sales. Fwr
years experience in injection molding w.it
knowledge of materials and prowct aad
tooling design. Excellentcommunicati<ftl
and people skills required. BS in plastics
or mechanical engineering or technology
required. Company is a northeastern Ohio
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based custom injection molder serviciff&

automotive, appliance, medical and packaging industries. Salary is $38,000 $42,000. lnterestedapplicantsshould FAX
their resume to 1-(412) 225-8907, Bob
Openbrier, The Polen Group, 1445 WasllingtonRoad, Washington,PA 15301-9646.
Phone 1-(412) 225-9500. 1
Senior Marketing Representative Resume Expert Systems a leader in the
automation of College & University Career & Placement Centers since 1986,
offers a fully integrated , computer based
system designed to make the process ef
puningjob seekers together with job p•
viders more efficient and effective. n.
system is backed by a strong service organization which provides training, installlltion,andon-goingcustomersuppon. ()pelting are available in the East and Midwest
regions for highly motivated, self-0>nfident individuals to marlcet and support.services to College & University Placement Centers. For information call Resume Expert Systems at 1-800-467-70 I 7
and ask to speak to Darrell Godfrey, ViasPresident and National sales Manager.
Respiratory Therapist - temporary
positicn. Would like to call as needed•
schedule. Must be certified or certifiad
eligible and licensed by the State of Ohia.
To apply call or send resume to Anne
Mitchell, Fmployment Coordinator,
land District Hospital, 1275 North Hip
Street, Hillsboro, OH 45133. Phone: (511)
393-6011.
Secondary Education Teacher wilhOhio Certification in math and social 5<:ience. Must be certified in both areas for
grades 7-12. Contact Robert Conley, Toledo Public Schools, Manhattan & Elm
Street, Toledo, OH 43608.

